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General Purpose: 
The general purpose of this thesis is to show 
the psychological, educational, and personal benefits 
derived from the study of dramatics and to shew the 
relation of these benefits to the various stages of the 
pupil's life. 
Specific Purpose: 
The specific purp03 e of this the sis is to suggest 
units of work and sources of material for t:he bringing 
about of the benefits mentioned above, in the public 
school program. 
II 
The Place of Dramatics In The Public School Curriculum 
Introduction 
The fact that a great deal has been said on the subject 
of the :psychologiaal value of the teaching of dramatics should 
be no obstacle in the path of any proeressive teacher who 
wishes to emphasize this all imp ortant brance or 11 means to an 
end" in the public school curriculum. :most sympathizers with 
the teaching of drama will cite long lists of rea.sons for its 
being retained in the curriculu.m. As a matter of fe.ct the 
1
1 
actual :presence of the drama in the program of studies does 
If not need to be defended. It stands up for it self~ The great 
1 uree to imitate and to impersonate would be present in the 
mental make-up whether formal school proeraJlls existed or not. 
Likewise the desire to illustrate a :point by emplo~ring both 
consciously and unconsciously all one's imi te.ti ve :powers, 
would be made manifest even thrugh the :ps~rchologiets hao. not 
pounced upon it and made it a hackneyed idea amone educators. 
However, if we take the more mooern and logical idea. of 
Woodworth that 11 Learning by imitation is more :properl~r learn-
ing b~r observation followed b~r trial and error" and do not 
1 
rely on "imi tatioh" being an "instinct" we still must acknow-
u ledge that the teaching of dramatics is justifie.ble. "We 
learn by doing" is a worthwhile adage in tre sensethat we ac-
quire a reaction by makine just that rea.ction. If this one 
principle were to be held in mind throue;hout the public school 
career of a child, ever~r form of dramatics ta.ught him from 
1 
:-~. 1 u· • •• n Pl a,rmak i ng and P 1 a, .. ' 7S" Merrill , J ... . , . Fa;em ng, l''l t) 
The Macmfllan Co. · New York 1920 
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"story play" to the "senior pley" would be beneficial to him 
not onl ~r in a social way but in the formation of his mental 
habits. 
The de sire to imitate is pre sent all about ua • "In the 
child's thought dramatic imitation is l~:~.rgely te.ken up with 
the idea of an action; his attention is centered upon the 
conception of the act in exJI' ession rather than upon the out-
ward similarities between this conception and the act. In-
deed he often invents new forms for the expression of the 
original idea, and many times uses symbols and ob~ects". 
Psychologist agree that conscious dramatic ple.y begins 
about the age of three and is at its height at about the age 
I of seven. The educational problem then is to direct it so 
~ something ahead and to make it a source of mental discipline, 
bodily control, social consciousness, efficiency, and artistic 
I 
I 
'I 
l! 
pleasure. Noting the universality of this instinc t and ob-
serving also the widespread love and Ele,ligpt ;.Df ' .. :old and young 
in histrionic performances it is evident that this most wide-
spread, spontaneous, deeply rooted, usable mode of study and 
and expression cannot be ignored in education. To overlook 
it is a tremendous waste of power. Indeed, eo fitlly is this 
f'act realized today that there are few educe.tional schemes 
that do not at least claim to recognize the dram2.tic in some 
form or other as a means oftraining as well as a factor of 
the modern school curriculum. 
The development of purposeful activity and initiative in 
2 
the individual is education's most significant function. This 
function the acting out of plaws fulfills because in it pur-
pose and initiative are bound to be stimulated co nsta.ntly and 
developed, for the process always begins with e.n idee. which 
developes an ideal. This, in turn, calls forth constant pur-
pose in action and initiative in working out wa~rs of expressi 
the idea. 
Play-making, furthermore, is essentially e. socialized 
project yet one in which individual motives necesse.rily oper-
ate at the same time and in perfect harmon~ with the social. 
Thus it produces perfectly the compJe x that obtains in the 
activities of real life. Play-m!i{ ing, because of its ver~r 
nature, meets all requirements. 
During a recent survey made by Kenneth Macgowan, interest 
ing figures were brought forth showing that some hundreds of 
thousands of y'Oung people are engaged in designing for, 
managing, producing and acting in, tile drama in various capac-
1 
i ties. This shows a remarkable recognition of the ps~rchologi-
cal "Why?" of drama in the school curriculum. 
Perhaps the most comprehensive expression of the peti.agog-
ical justification of the drama in t re curriculum is Porter 
Landor MacClintock's idea: "Not till today under the tea.ch-
ings of the new psychology, has E:n y attempt been me.c.e to use 
the dramatic instinct of the child in a definite, s~rstematic 
way. We now realize that the child's instincts e.nd innate 
tendencies are to be reckoned with, that they may indeed serve 
1 Macgowan, Kenneth: "Footl ights Across America 
Harcourt, Brace & Co. New York 1928 
I 
as guides or as points of departure in our educative process. 
At the high school age the dramatic and the imitative instincts 
are still vital forces in the life of the boy or girl. 
Dramatization, which appeals to both the dramatic and imitative 
instincts is therefore an excellent device for tbe teaching of 
literature. In its power to rouse interest, to stir the 
imagination, to create illusion, to induce appreciation of the 
1 masterpiece, and thus to quicken a love for literature, drama-
, 
I tization has no equal. For literature is life, the life of 
I 
other times and peoples,--real or fantastic,-- end life is 
j1 action. Whatever helps the boy to visualt~e the life of other 
\1 days will help him to vitalize the people of thos,e d!?'.:}rs. 
11 Dramatization makes the past, present, the then, nov1, gives us 
~ a mimic world, actually turns literature into life. Hence the 
dramatic ap.J?eal is perhaps the mcs t compelling in the teaching 
1
1 of certain types of masterpieces. The drama.ti zation of any bit 
I, 
of literature is the best possible return which children can 
I 
1 
make of their literary training md a.1i the same time the best 
possible means of securing their comprehension of the story, 
I 2 
I the ir use" • ., 
MacClintock, Porter Landor: "Literature iri. the Elementary 
Schools" Charles Scribner's Sons, New York 1923. 
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Part One: 
The Primary Age. 
All teachers and parents are aware of the fact thatthe 
play of small children is largely in the realm of make-believe. 
They play dog and cat and old wit d:h. Later they are Indians 
and covtboys. Sand, at their touch, becomes fortifications and 
castles to be blown up by fire cracker shre.pnel. A sort of 
, drama is continuous in the child's mind and this "story" must 
I 
11 
be understood b~r those in charge of him in order the.t they· may 
,; 
1
j fathom the motives for his activities. 
I At this age the conscious el ement which enters in is for a 
definite end, and not to show off. The skillful tee.cre r will 
recognize this fact and so direct the activities of the child 
11 that this imaginative side will develope without the strain of 
self-cons ciousness. People who could remember just how they 
I felt at this stage would be the ideal teachers of this kind of 
I impersonation, but there are few c£ them for they Y.!e re not awa 
of passing through it at the time. 
"Impersonation" as the term is here used means the child's 
, putting himself inside the thing be wants to know, be t ng it, an 
seeing how it feels. 
The simple forms of dr~natics for little children are 
· "story-play", "poetry-play", and the production of the operetta 
I 
I 
J The teaching of poetry with 
1 the story is most effective 
the emphasis on the acting out of 
as a beginning since it is more 
1
easily learned by rote than prose. 
4 
The teacher, first of all, should have a be.ckgrouno. for 
the presentation of the poem. If she is teaching "Hov.' Do You 
Like To Go Up In A Swing?" by Robert Louis Stevenson she 
should know about his life and hew he happened to write "A 
Child's Garden of Verses". The children would not be interest 
ed in this information but it would help the tee.cher to make 
the poem live for them. They would no doubt be intereste d in 
the fact that Stevenson loved young people and treated them 
like grown-ups, that he was ill a great deal of the time but 
was always cheerful and was so beloved of the ne.tives in 
Samoa that they built a highway to his grave as e. tri bt1. t to 
his memory. 
All pictures should be shewn, and explane.tions maCl.e befo 
the poem is recited. A sQecialist in the field. will always 
memorize the poem herself. After her recitation the poem 
should be discussed freely and a start made on tbe memory work 
In "The Duel" by Eugene Field there is chance for e. great 
deal of story-play. The two main characters, The "0-inghan Dog 
and the "Calico Cat" ma~r be im:perso nated by a boy e.nd girl 
who act out the pantomime while another child recites the peem 
The "Old Dutch Clock" and the "Chinese Plate" may recite thei 
lines. 
The motives of this story play are inan~r-fold but two aims 
are _£lerhaps paramount: 
( 1} To enrich the child's .experience. 
(2} To encourage physical response to a given thmght. 
5 
Among the children's poets Stevenson is still unique for 
he has really gone back to his cwn childhood and ~ecovered 
the cons ciousness of the child and his own point of vieY.r. In I 
"A Child's Garden Of Verses" there is perf ect structure, 
musical verse, and a simple, beru tiful style. 
Vial ter de la· Mare, most teachers of primary stor~r-pla~r 
1
1 
will tell us, ranks second as an author in this field. 
,, ~ 
I 
I 
I 
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11 l?e acock l?ie" has an unusually naive appeal to little children 
The response of the children to these poems should never 
be force d . Sometimes if the rhythm is march time a pE'.rade wil" 
be held in the class room. Dare es and horse -back rides may 
take place. But if nothing hap pens the teacher should not be 
worried nor think :ehe is not getting the correct response. 
The return from an art experience is sometimes complete in 
i:tse lf. S::lometimes pleasure is an end in itself. There is 
great satisfaction in being able to give this pleasure. " The 
true realism, always and everywhere, is that of the poets: 
to find out v1here joy resides, and to give it a voice far 
beyond singing. "For to miss the joy, is to miss all". 
Other poems sui table for the primary years are listed 
below: 
"Autumn" f'rom the Fairie Queene Sp encer 
Ariel's Song 11 \Nhere The Bee Sucks" Shake spe e.re 
"ON May J.Iorning" Milton 
"The Daffodils" Wordsworth 
"The Owl" Tennyson 
6 
"Pippa's Song" 
"Bluebells" 
" The Pasture" 
"Stars" 
"Animal Crackers" 
. "The Lovable Child" 
"Prince Peter" 
"The Lamb" 
"Have You Watched The Fairies" 
"Puppy And I" 
Browning 
Walter de la Mare 
Robert Frost 
sara Teasd.a.le 
Christopher Morley 
Emily Poulsson 
Nanc~r B~rrd Turner 
William Blake 
Rose F~rleme.n 
A. A. Milne 
7 
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Bi blio&raphy 
Collections of Poetry 
Adler, Felix. nThe Moral Instruction of Children" 
D. Appleton and Co. l'Tew York 1912 
Aldis, Do:;-othy. · "Everything and Anythingn 
Minton, Balch and Co. New York 1927 
Auslander, Joseph and Hill, Frank E. "The Winged Horsen 
Doubleday and Doran Co. New York 1928 
I 
Bain, A. Watson. "A Poetry Book For Children". 
The University Press. Cambridge., Me.ss. 
,, 
Barnes, Walter, "The Children's Poetsn 
World Boolt Co. Nev1 York 
Ben~t, William Rose. "The Flying Kine Of Cario" 
J. W. Doran Co., New York 192 6 
1927 
~ Bone, Woutrina. "Children's Stories and How To Tell Them. 
II 
,, 
I 
~ 
!I 
Harcourt Brace Co. l'Tew York 
Conkling, Hilda. "Poems By A Little Girl" 
Frederick A. S~okes and Co. l'TeV'J York 
Crane, Nathalia C. "The Janitor's Boy and Other Poems" 
Seltzer and Co. 1924 
De La Mare, Walter. "A Child's Dey" 
Henry Holt and Co. New York 1923 
Field, Eugene. 
Lindsey, Vachel. 
"Poems of Childhood" 
Charles Scribner's Sons, New York 
nJohnny A:p:pleseed and Other Poems" 
Macmillan Co. New York 192 8 
1 Lucas 1 E. V. "Another Book of Verses for Chilo.ren" 
The Macrlillan Co. :r-rew York 
1j1 Millay, Edna St. Vincent "Poems Selected for Young People" 
Harper Brothers, New York 1929 
I 
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:Part Two 
The Intermediate Years 
There comes a time in the cllild's life when the appeal to 
the realistic rather than to the imaginative is effective. A 
yardstick ceases to be a horse and a he a:.p of sano is no longer 
a castle. It is at this critical time that he l:lecomes a dis-
ciplinary problem for the clasf!room teacher and is called 
"fresh" and "incorrigible" by the neighbors. This is because 
his conceptions have begun to enlarge. There seems to be 
nothing too wide in scope for him in literatt~e. Educators 
tell us that this is the logical time for the introcluction of 
the great stories in World Literature, the great Sagas in 
simple form such as "The Lliad", "The Odyssey", The Adventures 
Of The Green Knight", and "King Arthur Stories". 
The great e_pics mentioned satisfy the child because the 
heroes are grown up, important, brave and adventurous. The 
various adventures of Odysseus are acted out with much realism 
Circe, with a wave of her wand changes the sailors into swine. 
The survivors of the Cyclops adventure escap.e, tied to the 
sheep~ Scylla writhes herself into hideous sbapes on one side 
of the room and Charybdis sucks and spouts the l.maginary water 
on the other while the rest of tbe class row by in their boat, 
in coJll.P.land of the stalwart Odysseus. A clC~.ss never misses 
the de tai 1 of the six luckless ones. So great is the appeal 
of this epic that there is usually good response. Some 
children even like to impersonate the "rosy-fingered davm". 
9 
"The Landing Of The Pilgrims" and the "Adventure of 
Captain John Smith" are favorites. "P~::~.ndora' s Box" offers a 
chance for the element of suspense. 
Stories of the activities of nRobin Eood" cannot be 
praised too highly nore recommended too strongly for the pur-
p ose of dramatization in the ftfth and sixth grades. The 
character building eleme nts are there with plent~r of a.ction 
and excitement to make them attractive. 
"The Arabian Knights" tales may be worked out successfull 
in pantomime by members of the class while a "story teller" 
reads or relates the tale in his own words. 
Those which lend themselves especiall~r wel l t o pantomime 
are listed below: 
"The Story Of The Fisherman" 
"Alnaschar: The Story of the Barber's Fifth 
Brother" 
"The Barmecide's Feast" 
" The Three Ap :ple s" 
10 
Procedure of 
Dramatization in the Intermediate Years 
The ~rocedure is the usual basis for dramatization in the 
fourth grade and u~. But here again, there m~ t ·be a rich 
background to supply feeling. Such play is more teacher-
directed, and unless it be wisely directed from gree.t fe .. miliar 
ity with the story, real feeling rod clear concept, it will be 
artificial and superficial. 
After the children are familiar with the entire stor~r 
they have chosen, the teacher he liS them select the parts of 
the story to play, the portions vi tal to the story e.s ~:~. unit. 
The teacher and pupils then :plan the organization neceesary 
to these :parts. Such discussions are valuable parts of 
dramatic development and lead to clear thinking, the exercise 
of analysis, choice, and judgement. 
9ocializationmust take place. Every child mt1Et contri-
bute in some way to the making or presenting of the pla~r· 
A child must never be asked or urged to iMpersonate a 
character with which he is not familiar or in s~rmpathy. The 
stiff unnatural results of such forcing are often seen in 
dramatic perforJ'lances in our schools. 
Although some public performances may be given, the bulk 
of the work should be "creative". Parts are not memorized but 
are left to be · modified or expaniiled as the pla~r grows. The 
lack of fear about forgetting \!Ji 11 make for ee.se e,nd ~oise. 
Dramatic "truth" must be insisted u~on. The child should 
11 
be made to realize that honesty of action are speech are the 
important things. Actions and words do not matter so long as 
they are actions and words of tre people whom the child is 
tryine; to be. 
12 
Puppets and Pantomimes 
Children's dramatic adventurings may run to "almost any-
thing". It seems almost as though puppets and marionettes had 
been put into the drama course as a recognition of this fact 
and as a fulfillment of the manifold needs of the child. 
The puppet or marionette theatre, indeed, offers a wide 
ranee of possibilities. The making of the fie;ures may be 
considered craft work, but t~~ir oonception, the composition 
of the play ,the s:peaking of the parts, and the gestures of the 
actors fall in the realm of dramatic creation. 
There is apt to be a keener interest in marionettes than 
in puppets. All the adventures of "Pinocchio 11 , the stor~r of 
·"Little Black ~ambo" all the well-known fairy tales and fables 
will be interesting material. 
The painting of posters aro other simiJle relative 
activities should be instituted here. At this 8~e children 
begin to want an audience. 
Pantomimes adapted from folk ,_and fairy te.les me.y be used 
to advantage. True characterization often is ee,sier where 
there e.re no lines. Any story which has repetition or the 
"three brother " idea like "Puss In Boots" or "The Princ ess 
Who Never Smiled" will be effective and beneficif:'.l for 
accuracy of physical inte rpre tat ion. 
13 
Sueeested Literature for Dramatization in the ~izth Grade. 
ALICE I N WOnERTJA}TD. 
ARABIAN NIGHTS 
THE CHRIS TMAS CAROL 
HANS BRI NKER 
I N THE DAYS OF GIAHTS 
KI NG ARTHuR books 
Lewis Car roll (Appleton) 
Any good version. 
Charles Dickens t Lippincott) 
Mary lv!ap es Dodee (l~cYe.y) 
Abbie Farwell Brown (l!rughton 
Mifflin) 
Howard Pyle (Scribner) 
THE PRI NCE Arm THE PAUPER Mark Twain ( Har11ers) 
THE SHAIC::ES:PEARE STOnY :BOOK Macleod. (Gar d:ner Darton) 
14 
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Part: . Three 
The Junio_! gigh School Years 
Correlation With Other Departments. 
So flUCh has been done in the way of correlation ~~none 
the departments of the ~.runior High School that the ore.ma 
teacher and the program which she follows can best serve the 
aims and objectives of these ~rears by being a "means to an 
end" rather than the independent study that it later becones 
in the Senior High School. The class can be made to serve 
ever~r department most adequately and incidental perso:r_~.l 
benefits derived by the pupils are man~r fold. 
~ £iistor~r Department 
If the class in history has been studying the :period of 
the Revolution the dramatization of 1'-!athan Hale, his disguise 
as a school-master, his capture, the refusal to give him a 
trial, and his subsequent execution will give them a more 
vivid conception of this man about whom most histor~r books 
I contain _perhaps a paragraph but whose bravery and heroism the 
teacher wishes to impress upon the eig.th grade pupil. 
The great debates over slavery in the se:r_ate are made 
alive at last by means of dramatization. There is nothing 
more "dry" and uninteresting than reading these deb~.tes for 
the IJUr:pose of retelling them t .b .. -the. teacher. But there is 
nothing more exciting than reading them with a view to 
,I actually being a Webster, Calhoun, Cla~r, Douglas, or C:ba.se. 
15 
r; 
Care must be taken in the method of procedure of such 
proe;rams. If the child "romps through" the speeches and does 
not feel the die;nity of the oratory the time had better be 
spent on something else. "Correlation" in man~r schools has 
becol!l.e a synonym for waste of time. If, hov?ever, the tec>.cher 
can bring about impassioned speech, physical self-control, 
' 
dignifi e d, courteous behavior" rod a.bove all a transfer of the 
I incident and the associated body of history into the child's 
living experience she has secured true "correlation". 
I 
THe Music Department 
It must be acknowlede;ed that the operetta has a more 
definite and peculiar ~ppeal to the Junior High School child 
than mere mass singing. Even if he is only in the chorus, 
a peasant, an elf, or a part of a crowd of pris.oners the 
feeling that he is "in the picture" and is taking part in a 
story or plot makes a difference to his response to the music. 
CHARACTER BUILDING 
Projects in etiquette are always interesting. The drama 
de:partment may serve the home -room teacher of class 1:'.dvisors bYi 
· sponsoring an "etiquette" program. Sue e;ested dramatization 
follow. 
1. "Entertainine compan~r before Mother comes downstairs". 
2. "Behavior at a party". 
3. "Making a call". 
16 
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I 
4. "Introductions". 
5. "Etiquette at the moving :pictures, concerts, etc. tt. 
6. "The etiquette of the highway". 
The Geogra~hl Department 
A working out of the customs of other lands or of other 
sections of our own country will help in the underste.ncl.ing of 
those customs. Examples follow. 
1. "A Husking Bee", showing fu e custom in the l~iddle 
West, .the great c:uantity produced and the we.y- it is 
handled. 
2. "A Sugaring Off", a dramatization of the life in 
Vermont during the ma:vle sugar .s·ee.son. 
3. "The Day Of A Chinese Girl", a highlight of a course 
in Chinese habits and customs. 
The Literature Department 
It is here that the closest correlation can take :place. 
During the eighth year some balladry is lH·.ely to be te.ught. 
We have miseed half the fun of old ballads if we have never 
tried to act them out. The old ba~lads have the vigor of 
youth, they are red-blooded and they deal with adventure and 
heroic deed. The boys like thefl fur these reasons and the 
g irls are attracted by their romantic element. 
As has been mentioned in the "Primary Aee" the 'Du.ilcHng of 
a background is very i mportant. In the ._Tunior P.igh <::!chool, 
17 
however, the pupil should participate to a great extent in 
the building of his own. A talk about balladry and the old 
halls where the minstre 1 was a we loo me guest , the singing of 
ballads to the accompanynent of the harp will be interesting. 
In order to create atmosJ;Jhere the teacher should. read a 
ballad to give the class a "sample" of what it :is like. He r 
interpretation will make or bre ak the in~erest of the class. 
l 
Winfred Ward in her book oti "Creative Drame.tics" suggests the 
I 
following list: "Lochinvar", "Lady Clare", "Eing ..Tohn and The I 
Abbot of Canterbury", "The Lad~r of Shalott", "Alice Brand" , 
"King Robert of Sicily". 
1 'vVard, Winifred, "Creative Dramatics". 
D. Apple ton and Co., .N ew York, 19 30 
18 
The Junior Hig£ School Dramatic Club 
Second Semester 
During the first stages of adolescence the gregarious or 
"gang" instinct is noticeable. It is well , therefore, to treat 
the Junior High School class in drama as a draPlatic "gl?.ngn or 
club. 
Procedure 
There should be no highly organized red tape since tll..e 
group is essentially a class in drana. Too often the "club" 
idea is overdone in the Junior High School with res:pect to 
officers and oownittees at the expense of real benefits derived 
The officers should consist of a president, a vice :presic.er..t, a 
secretary and treasurer. Their duties ehould be those pe rtain-
ing to the re spec ti ve offices. The exe cu ti ve committee sho"L,_l d 
consist of the officers, a faculty member, and one member l?.t 
large selected b~r t he club, and should have the power to act. 
I 
The :purpose of the c l ub might well be one (1Uoted from an 
unknown source in Perle rJe Compte's book on Dramatics. 
"To become familiar with the best dramatic literature 
through stud~r and :presentations". 
J ; 
So little is accomplished in some ._Tunior High School 
I Dramatic Clubs~ 
mances is determined far enough in advance so that e-.11 
This may be avoided if the prograr!l. of :perfor-
neces-
sary details of preparation can get underway. The funde-.mental 
:princi;? al of climax should be kept in mind in the arrangement o:f 
I 
"Le comp"te: 'Drama't~Cs" 
A. S. Barnes and Com.oany, 1931 
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a seas on's program. Productions sb ould be se lect.ed around 
occasions and seasons. The heaviest production should come in 
owes something to the student body and the public end must 
accom:tllish what it sets out to do. 
In the Junior High School .club little attention should be I 
Iii I ~!~ paid to formal dramatic techniQue especially h ighly involved 
momenclature. The pupil is not readJr for this e.nd is more 
I 
interested in the story and his Qart in it. 
I! The dramatic club during this second semester should :pre-
, sent plays for their own sake, not for any other de~artment 
and not to raise mone~r. At this impre ssional be age it is well 
to inculcate some idea of artistic rather than monete.r~r values. 
A sueeested program of performances for the s~ring followe: 
Januar~r 
!( 
"Neverthelessn by Stuart Walker. 
This is the story of a boy and girl and their adventure 
with a burglar. 
"The Bishop's Candlesticksn Norman McF.:innel 
This is from the famous incident in Victor Hugo's "Les 
Hi serable srr. 
February 
11 The Enave Of Hearts" Louise Saunders 
This pla:r explains whi/ the E.nave stole the tarts. 
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"Washington and Betsy Ross" Perc~r MacY:aye 
llr. Macka~re has taken this from his longer :play, 
~'Washington, the Man Who Made Us". 
March 
"Kinfolk of Robin Hood" Percy MacKaye. 
Boys v!ill like this :pla~r, and twenty-seven of them can be 
used. 
nuncle Jirrunyn Zo:Aa Gale. 
Tlle characters in this .Play of mid-'vVestern life are 
distinctly drawn. It is decidedly a comedy. 
nThree Pills in a Bottle" Rachel Field 
The :olay deals with a sick child who makes friend.s with 
the "soulsn of the :passers by. It is a fantasy but 
definite enough in theme to make an a:p:peal. 
"A Night Of The Trogan War", John Drinkwater. 
This is a story of the hardships of the Greeks outisde the 
walls of Troy. 
"The Violin Maker of Cremonan Francois Coppee. 
Two young men contest for the hand of' a 'bee.utif'ul girl. 
"What Men Live By" Virginia ChurCh· 
A good adaptation of Tolstoi' s story. 
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June 
"The Romancersn Edmund Rostand 
The first act ma~r be presented b~r itself or the whole 
_p roduction given. The fathers of two lovers prete.nd to 
opp ose the match. 
"The Golden Doom" Lord . Dunsany 
Though there are only t wo _principal characters tv.ere 
I 
can be many supernumeraries and the play as to theme~.nd 
structure, is well worth while. 
! 
Part Four 
Drama As A Part of the "Speech" Curriculum of the Senior 
High School. 
Freshman Year. An Explorator~r Course. 
Since drama is a comparatively new :field of V'!ork, taken 
li independantly, we must reeard it in e. somewhat different light 
I from formerly when it was a de finite :part of the English 
I curriculum. In many secondary schools there are " Speech Arts", 
!·"Expression" or "Draman de:partmen ts handling from one or two 
to half a dozen of these subjects. It is for this t~~e of 
high school that the followine; unit is provided. It ehould be 
stated before proceeding too far that these "Speech Arts" 
subjects are freC!uentl~r ki lled by the wa~r i n which they are 
presented. Perhaps tb.e teacher is a g raduate of a. school of 
expression and after three or four years of training bas come 
have a highly "etherial", imae;inative concepti on of vvb..a.t true 
·I interyretation should be. The pupils fall s:b.ort af this con-
cep tion and the trouble bee;ins. The other extreme is the 
teacher who has not been trained in the field at a.ll, but who 
has had to take it over. Pe rhaps she lacks the C!Ualities of 
spontaneity and inspiration so necessary for good results. In 
p resenting a course in dramatics as in every other subject if 
the law of motivation is followed and a reasona.ble amount of 
common sense employed , success is bound to be forthcoming. 
Let us consider a class of about 25 high school :Qeoj_:'le. 
first assie;nment which necee sarily mu::;t be a formal one, is to 
t 
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ask the pu.Q ils to write out and brine to class £'1, revj_ew and 
criticism of a :play or moving :picture they have seen during the 
holidays. An outline for :points of consideration should be 
given beforehand, definite enough to keep the pupil from 
i 
rambling in his critie.ism, but allowing enough freedom for 
, original ideas and comments. The class, guided b~r the teacher, 
should draw u1) t his outline . On this first assignment depends 
the unit of work to follow. The teacher is 8.ble to ascertain 
the needs in the develo];)ment of appreciation and t 1:1.s te, know-
ledge of technique, a..'1d various other objectives which may 
come up at that time. 
A class of 25 may be divided into four groll.ps. If one 
outstanding pupil brings in a good report oE e . .h' icture like 
11 The Taming of the Shrew11 with Mary Pickford, ancl Douglas 
li'airbanks, or a play like 11 Me.ry of Scotland 11 or "Elizabeth, 
the Queen" it may be that he can ,be made the le acl.er of e. group 
to look up and make a study of ShakespeariaE dre.me. cmd t re 
Elizabetha n sta.ee. Out of his group he may assign one to make 
a study of Elizabethan costume, another, Shakes.J.Jee.re's contem-
poraries, someone else comedy scenes from tJ::l.e more faniliar 
11 plays to be presented by the group. Careful selection of 
f'ef'erence books should be made by the tee.cher ancJ e.t this 
point much hustline is necessary. The references must be 
modern , attractive ones, and the :plays themselves ehould form 
the chief sources. Most people agree that Sh1:1.kes:pe1:1.re is 
sp oiled by his learned commentators. 
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:t-T o attempt for finished work shot1.ld be me.de at the _pre -
sentation of actual scenes. The fun of the situations should 
be emphasized and as much exaggeration of as can possibly be 
brou.gh e.bou.t should take place. Sarah A. Walle.ce in t he 
English Journal for qeptember, 1931, has en interestiP€ arti-
cle in this connection called "Getting the Fun Out of 
Shakespeare 's Comed~r". 
At the time of the first assignment some boy may have 
eflphasized in his report a peculiar or distinctive effect in 
stage lighting. He can then gather about him e. grou,p to 
study this phase of the work. Laws concernine "bale.ncing of 
overheads and foots - effects of various lights on mate rials 
and shades may be e xQ erimented vtith. Teachers V'1ho hcwe had 
experience with the high school play know how e.ttre.c tive this 
phase of the work can ~be made • 
Since a girl is yet to be found who is not to some degree 
interested in make-up, probably one me.y be chosen to work out 
straight and character stw ies to "b e demonstrated . l:lefore the 
g roup. 
In the class there JTJ.ay be a student sensitive to, and 
interested in the personal side of acting -- voice, diction , 
ee sture, all kinds of mental and physic~:~.l response to s i tua-
tions. This student may lead a group, vtith the help of the 
teacher, to look up and select such eYercises and selections 
as may be tried out by the class for personal c.evelopment at 
some later date. These references should be chosen from plays 
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so that real acting and not elocution takes place. 
~ime encugh should be spent at this first unit so that a 
pup il really becomes an c:mthority or specialist in the phase 
which he as chosen. He should feel a pride in his accomplish-
ment and perhaps in some way serve the school and. community 
with enthusiasm. 
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Voice 
Not a great deal can be done in the limited time which 
most teachers have at their command in regard to voice. 
Especially here in New England where we are accused of having 
rasping nasal quality the child has an environment peculiarly 
hard to cope with. Some attention to voice anCI. artiet1.lation 
can be made worth while if encugh patience and. resourceful-
ness are emplo~red. 
Breathing 
It is dangerous to use the terms "AbdominE-.1" e.nd 
"diaphragmatic" since the best teachers dise.gree so widely on 
it and sometimes mean the same thing by the two terms. Most 
methods get dcwn to the idea that natural breathing is correc 
bre athihg . . <)uch breathing involves a maximum of physical 
action, but a minimum of ph~rsical strain. It is perfectly 
controlled in the sense that it is re sponE'1i ve to tre demands 
of expression, but the ro ntrol is sub-conscious, not restrict 
ed by poor ventilation, cramped posture, training e.nd habit 
and tight fitting clothing . 
rrhe diaphragm, it is fairly safe to state' p:la~rs an 
important part, and any method of breathing whi c.h gives in-
adeque.te play to that muscle is probabl~r wrong. 
Breathing Exercises 
1. Place hands on ribs with fingers pointing in. Inhale wi 
a conscious lateral feeling. Count re.pidlJr aloud. The 
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object is to increase the strength and control of the muscles 
of the diaphragm. The progress will be ino.icated by the 
ability to count to a higher number as time eoes on. 
2. Place the heel of the hano.s at the edee of the ribs so that 
the hands are parallel, palms in. Breath laterally notic-
ing the width that is caused between t:b_e J:1.ands b~r the ex-
pansion of the muscles. If possible an elastic may be 
placed around the hands to test the progress beine made. 
There are other exercises available in books on public 
speaking but these two if cb re reeull:l.rly will serve. 
The pupil should be cautioned to take his breathing exer-
cises regularl~r, but on the side, and not to think of the 
breath or its control when actually speaking. 
gual i tz 
Faults in quality can usually be traced to faL~l ts in 
breathing, lack of resonance, poor placement, or poor des-
crimination of pitch. The y;.orst and hardestto dee.l V'lith are 
caused b~r poor coordination of mind and voice. 
Resonance bas a great deal to do with the carrying power 
of the voice. Po or resonance me.y result from ph~7sical mal-
formation of the parts involved, but v.-hen it is e. result of 
lack of consciousness of "head tones" it ma~r be imp11oved by 
relaxing the throat and forwarding the tone so that the upper 
teeth and hard palate vibrate • 
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Exercises 
1. The hul!liiling of m n --- n g ra ssing gradually from the firs 
formation in to the second and gradually returning to the 
first, will bring about a conscious sense of vibration so 
necessary for good resonance. 
2. The exercise a, e, i, o, oo, helps to rut the vibrations 
into the vowel sounds thus getting the long line necessary 
to "carr~ring power". 
Low voice is usually lacking in the range of the high 
school student. It shouLd be developed, but m~t carefully. 
Through the appreciation of the tremendous value of the thot1.gh 
of a selection, low voice, which is the medium of strong, 
moving poetry may be brought about. 
Selections 
Memorizing and giving before the class of such selections 
as the following: 
Eipling's "Ballad Of The East And West" 
Browning's "How They Brought The Good. Jl!ews From 
Ghent to Aix" 
Byron's 11 Apostrophe To The Ocean" 
The Ducat dlr Trial Scene from nThe Merchant Of 
Venice. 
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Enunciation 
An audience of parents or other citizens will forgive a 
eroup . of immature actors anything except the inability to be 
heard and understood. In this connection good enunciation is 
even more im.Qortant than great volume. Thetwo things, however 
are not entirely independent; a certain amolmt of volume is a 
ne.Jessary part of the enunciation, and insufficient volume 
often induces mumbling. A consciousness of voice "adec:uacy" 
brought about by good enunciation takes pra.ctice. The speech 
must be formed well forward in the vocal apparatus. The 
pupil must be made to speak with the maximtun activit~r of 
lips, tongue, and teeth. 
Consonants are noises; vowels are tones. Since much of 
the beauty and expressiveness of a voice is in the tones, the 
actor should learn to give full va1.ue to his vowels. The 
enunciation of consonants is t~ great difficulty of most 
high school .f:•U:.p ils. They are"lip-laz~r" anc. 0.o not we.nt to 
make the effort to form each mold correctl~r· 
Exe rc:J. se s 
1. " E - dee 11 , ·"e , - do" (exaggerate each formation). 
2. "M a," "baa," "pa11 --- Place two fingers betv.1een 
lips to insure a wide aperture. 
Pronunciation. 
Lists of wo rds for correct pronunciation have been pub-
lished by the hundreds. The word list with dia.cri tical marks 
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puhlished by the "National Counci 1 of Tee.chers of English" 
should fit the needs of the average high school pupil. 
Some helpful e;enere.l su.[';gestions to the teacher of drama. 
are as follows: 
1. Do Not let the pupi 1 oo n ti nue with any me.rked individual 
peculiarity of pronunciation. 
2. Discourae;e wrong sounds such as "stoodent", "bloo", 
"insti toot", "calver~r", "irrevelent", "athalete", 
"stastistics", etc. 
3. Discourage affectation or eye-learning e.s il"_ "often", 
"waistcoat", "forehead", "p icture", "li teratt"!.re", etc. 
4. Insofar as is p ossible discourage localisms the.t e.re 
offensive. rrBoid", 1-~ew 'York, "si tchyation" Pennsylve.nia 
Dutch. 
5. Disc c•urage slovenly forrmtions: "jun l' mun" for "gentle-
men", "~urrican" for American", "N' York" for "New York". 
6. Discourage any tendency to break single vo·wels into diph-
thongs as in 11 ma-an11 for 11 mffi II I 11 fil-Uill 11 for" film, n 
"proo-un" for " J rtme", "lowered" for "lord", etc. 
7. Discourae;e also the op _p osite tendency to shorten diphthongs 
into single vowels, as in"ahr", for "our". 
8. Encourage a moderate or middJe sound of "e." ir_ words like 
"laug~1", "c 1 ass" , "after" , "dance" , 
a and the extreme Italian "a". 
a sound bet·ween the 
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Suggested Sources for Voice and Diction 
Shaw, Grover "Shaping the Curriculwn in Speech 
Thesis. Education Training in the Eigh School 
School of Education, Boston university, 1927. 
Murdoch, James E. "The Technique of the S:peB.king Voice" 
I Curry, s. s. "1Und and Voice" 
Expression Co. 1910. 
Fowler, H. w. "Modern English Usaee" 
Oxford, 1926 
Y.rapp, George Philip. "Pronunciation of StandC~.rd 
English in Ar:J.erican. 
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A Unit In Pantomime 
It is suegested that this course be given in the Freshman 
year because of the :physically energetic state of the student 
at · that time in his development. The ch arc es e.re that he has 
not yet reached a self -conscious state which wTi ll inhibit his 
s.Qontaneous phy$ical response to a given thought. 
· At the first meeting given over to the unit the t eacher 
. announces that each member of the class is to present an indi-
vidual pantomi me before the class. T(le . length of the pe.ntomime 
should be about three minutes. Tbe teacher shoulo. remind the 
students that they are to witness a living or nmoving" picture, 
that the test of a eood pantomime is whether the cmdience can 
see clearly just what the "mime" is doing e.nd thinking e.rd 
feeling. 
The aims of the unit should be threefold: 
Ext? rcise 
( 1} To teach observation. 
( 2) To overcome awkward habits of the bod~r anc. to 
train it to respond to the thogght held in 
mind at a given time. 
( 3} To aid the student to become ph~rsic&J. l~r at ease 
before an audience. 
The teacher may give a few sugeestions for topics but 
should never ac tual l~r n show" h(]V t o execute a. panomime for tre 
purpose of imitation. All true e:rpr e ssion both :ph~rsical and 
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mental should be "from wi thinn. An example of the working out 
of one teachers suegestion follows. 
1. The student pretends that ~ is a traffic officer. He 
enters from one side of the stage and climbs up into hi~ 
box. 
2. He relieves another office, but before . co ing so has a li ttl~ 
conversation with him in which he describes a. be.seball 
ga~e he has just witnessed. 
3. He d irects traffic in a good -natured ma.nner for a few 
seconds. 
4. It is a hot day. He removes his hat, wipes his brown, 
replaces his hat. 
5. There is a delay in traffic. A car is stalled. He gets 
down from the box, goes to speak to the driver and hel_ps 
him push the car to the curb. 
6. He returns to the box and ro ntinues to direct traffic 
until a very beautiful girl, a :pedestria.n, crosses the 
street. His expression as be holds up traffic for her, 
shows how beautiful she is • 
7. His various activities continue until he is relieved. Al-
though onl~r three ainutes in actual duration, the pantomime 
may be executed to suggest a much longer period. 
The teacher may also sue:;ge st the me.king of ce.ke, listen-
ing to the radio, playing a gan e of bridge, etc. These will 
I serve to bring forth all sorts of original endea.vors on tre 
part of the students. 
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The class should be called upon to tell tbe story ~.f'ter 
each student has executed ·his ~ntomime. The tea,cher, with 
, the student, should then "work over" the p oints not clear to 
I. 
the class. In this way progress is made in definite physical 
response to thot~ht. 
Character Studies 
Character studies are important and me..ke good prep~.rati on 
and f oundation for charac~er work in drama to come later. 
Suggestions for Ch aracteD Study: 
q.) Eccentric and tempe ramen tal orches tr~. leader. 
(2) Jewish gentleman directing a tourist. 
( 3 ) 'Stout woman crossing a high , narrow bridge. 
Pantomimes in which' there are two or more characters may 
be developed from this beginnirg. It is advisa"Dle not to 
desienate groups nor to assign subjects too arbi t raril~r since 
original ideas about groups and subject matter will often 
bring the best results. However , it is vre 11 to e.ssign captain~ 
or leaders of group s to be responsible for the assignments 
and rehearsals outside of class. In all cases the student 
should be encouraged to uee imagination ano. ineh1.de ever~r 
important detail. 
After the members of the class he.ve wo·rked out several 
of these individual and group pantomimes they should be 
assigned actual stories and one-act plays fan iliar enough 
to the whole group to be clear if well done by the performers. 
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Humorous pantomimes, within bounds, should be accepted. 
The students should be taught in detai 1, tvro or three 
standard _pantomimes. "The Harlequina.de" by Granville Barker, 
"Pierrot The Prodigal" by Michael Carro Fils, and "The 
Shepard In the Distancen by Holland Hudson shot1.ld serve to 
make t re student aware of tbe _possibilities in the field of 
pantomime as entertainment. 
Some thing of the hi stor~r of pan to mime could. be explained. 
Inte re stine books on this subject are R. J. Broadbent's 
"His tory of Pantomime" 1 Isaac Dis rae li' s 11 The Pe.ntomimical 
Chare.cters", and Goldini' s "His tory of the Four Me.sks" • 
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SOPHOMORE "YEAH F IRST SE}·!ES TER 
A COURSE DT D::1AMATIC Al'TD TEEATRE TECF.lTIQUE . 
DRAHATIC TECHNIQUE. 
1. It is erroneous to think that dramatic technique includes 
a set of rules for the building of plays; for the good :play-
wrieht s vary, and merely follcwing their e xample v1ould not 
assure a novice of success. 
2. The general subject or under lying idea of a ple.y is cs~ led 
the TEEH~ . A mere theme is not enough however. The author 
u suall~r does something with it. With genere.l subjects such 
a s love, anger, jealousy, he me.~r shew that love triumphs over 
hatred, that anger ie a weak weapon, that jealousy kills love. 
3. The skeleton, or framework, or story which the pls.y~.rright 
has decided to tell is the I'LO T. Ever~r good :pla~ ~r must have e. 
:plot which is c om:plete in al l its details. 
4. Cri nics and students began a long time ago to divide plots 
i n to five :parts: (1) introduc t ion, (2). rising action, 
(3) climax , (4) falling action, and (5) conclusion. Le.ter 
critics have pointed out that of ten these o.ivisions do not 
seem to stand out as five large sections in ~h ich a play can 
easily divided. The climax is frec:uently one line. 
5. As a guide to the methcd of analyzing :plo t s the Be.ssanio-
? ortia story has been separated into its five :par t s. The 
divisions are: 
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(1) Introduction. Bassanio'e firs.t meeting with Portia; 
the friendship of -Antonio and Bassanio; Antonio"s losses. 
(2) Rising action. Antonio's bond; B8.s~~:mio'~ success; 
ful courtship; Antonio's complete losses; Shylock's 
claiming of the bond. 
( 3) Cli r-.ax. The trial scene, with one climactic line 
expressing Po·rtia' s decision, "The Je'VI.r sh8ll have his 
pound of flesh". 
(4} Falling action. The sentence; Shylock's pleas. 
(5) Conclusion. Shylock's punishment. Antonio's 
freedom. 
6. Setting. The time and place are imQortan t elements in 
the development of a star y. Without atmosphere of a 
northern town like the one pictured in nrcebound" the 
play could not exist. 
'J• Characters~ The people ~ho are concerned in the story 
and who move the play forward are known technically as the 
characters. The author's ability to make the action and 
speech of each character consistent with the personality 
of that character determines his abili t~r e.t V1hat is known 
as "characterization". 
In the old melodramas there were definite t~rpes such as 
, hero, heroine, villain, ingt!mue, dude, shre·w, etc •• The 
modern writers are more concerned with presenting individuals 
who e.re convincing and who make the story interesting. 
We also hear about "straight" and "che.re.cter" parts. 
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The former term means not much chanBB from the normal or 
average impersonation, while the latter suggests e. distinct 
del)arture from the usual, and requires, on the stage, s-pecial 
interpretation and make-up. 
8. Dialogue. This is the technical term for the conversa.tion 
carried on ~mong the characters in a pla ~r. It ie inter-
vJOven with movement .·.ano. stage business and must alwa~rs be 
consistent with the plot and characters. 
9. Scenes and Acts. In general an act is one of the princi-
pal divisions of a f!lay in whiioh a certain definite par t of 
the action is completed. Longer .P la~rs are e.t .Qresen t 
usually divided into three ~cts, the la.st of which incluiles 
the climax, falling action, and conclusion. 
A scene is a division of an 2.ct during which there is 
no change of time or place . Generally s_pee..king, scenes are 
short and follow one -anotJ::e r in ra:pid succession. 
PROCEDURE 
r:Lhe above information should be learned thoroughly by 
the pu.Q ils, followed by a unit in which each member of the 
class brings in a play, reads pe.rts of it to the class, and 
discusses it according to the technical structure. 
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STAG:': TERHINOLOGY 
The q_uestions asked of himself by an author before he 
can transfer his :p la~r from his brain to the page necessarily 
are somewhat :Qhysical in nature. Shall it be an outdo or or 
an indoor scene? Shall the characters be :present on the 
stage when the curtain opens? If they are to enter and exit, 
shall it be through doors, arches, or windows? Are there to 
be chairs, tables, or a fireplace? 
The director who is to produce the play must have 2. clear 
stateflent and diagram of the au thor's intended setting so 
th2.t he may arrane;e the furniture e.nd properties in order to 
give the author's concept of the scene e. fair che.nce. 
Many terms in connection with a play, employed yrincipall .: 
b~r professional stage :people, he.ve come into use. The know-
ledge of s orne of them is necessary to anyone who. expects to 
participate in a play p roduction. 
The room or outdoor locale in vmich the action of 
a given scene is to take place. It is lndi ce.ted by scenery 
and furniture, arranged on the visible stage. 
,n• VY~ ngs. Rooms part of or adjoining the stage just beyond 
the set. This term should not be confused with the term 
nwings" which refers to screen-like pieces of scenery (V'.rood-
wings, interiors, tormentors) still in use in some theatres. 
Proscenium. The huge arch which franes the stage and 
separates it from the audience. If one thinks of a play as a 
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:picture of life, then the :proscenium represents the frame. 
AJ?ron. That :part of the stage which extends towards the 
1 :proscenium and curtain. It is intended to be used b~r epee.kers 
when the curtain is closed am not for u~e in the :pla~r. 
Arras. In classical drama the term arras meant curtain. 
The term is popular today. 
Flat. A section of upright scenery, tacked or glued to 
frames, whi~h when joined to other flats forms ~- set, commonly 
called a "box set". 
Arch. A section of scenery c ontaining ~- doorwa~r i n which 
no door is hung. 
Returns. Sections of u:pri ght scenery usually painted to 
represent draperies, or, more recently, drapes hung from wires 
p laced at right angles to the side flats and extending to the 
edee of the :proscenium arch. Their purpose is to hide the 
spaces behind the scenes. They mj_ ght be compared to the mat 
on which the :picture is mounted be t ween the fre.me and the 
p icture itself. 
Tormentor. The opening sometimes left betv,;een the return 
and :proscenium or side flats, oommon in vaudeville. The 
torme ntor (space) is seldom used as an entrance in a :p lay. 
Grand Drew e • The section of hanging scenery which is 
suspended from the ~oof to the top s of the returns, directly 
behind the curtain. Its :purpose is to hide the mec hanical 
effects above the set. 
Dro_;Q,. Any piece of hangi ne scener~r which may be raised 
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or lowered. 
~ DrOIJ• The drop or curtain at the extreme back part of 
the stage which represents the background of the set. 
Border. A drop which represents the ceiling of a roofl, or 
the branches of a tree for an exterior set, suspended from 
the stage ceiling to the to ps of the flats. 
Backing ~ Masking. A section of either upright or 
hanging scenery placed behind a door or 'IJindow to indicate a 
room or e~terior scene beyond. 
Cyclorama. A circular back drop, usuell~r of draperies, 
used for the background of a stage set. 
Flies or flying space. Space over the stage in which 
hanging scenery ropes, pulleys, hooks, s.nd other apparatus 
for hanging scenery are hung. 
Gridiron. Network of metal bars end crosebee.Jns in tte 
flies. Some t~rpes of scenery are set up and hancUed from 
the gridiron. 
Sky sheet. Sky sheet of blue or nett..tre.l color on vvhich 
colored lights may be thrown, to represent the sky. 
Lighting. 
Border Lights. Strips of lights suspended from the 
ceiling above the flats and bEhind the border dre.pes. They 
are numbered from the audience to the rear of the ste.ge. 
Footlights. stri.PS of lights set in tl:e floor in a 
trough beneath the floor level, or in front of re£lectors 
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just above the floor at the outer edge of tre E-.pron, for the 
purpose of throwing light up·ward on tbe face of the actors. 
Spotlight. A small intensely brilliant light thrown 
from a :point at one side of the stage, or from the ree.r of the 
auditorium upon a section off' tl:e stage. 
Bunchlight. Several lights grouped nes.r a. common reflec-
tor behind the set placed so as to indicate intense light at a 
..Qarticular spot. 
Floodlight. Similar to t:b..e bunchlight, but usuruly one 
powerful light with a reflector and covered by . gelatine 
slides of various colors to suggest sunset, moonlight, brillian 
sunlight outside a window, or door or simply e.bstract color 
for decoration. 
Sk~r border lights. Groups of lights :p1a ced in the ceiling 
of the auditorium and reflected down upon the ste.ge. Usually 
they are not effective unless :placed well front, well concealed 
a nd shining at a thirty-degree angle. 
Dimmers. A rheostat arrangement atte.ched to light 
switches , by which light intensity may be iro ree.sed or decrease • 
It is by this means that the effect of faoi ng Cl.e.yligh t or 
coming dawn is ~ained. 
Bab~r spot. A tiny spotlight to be plaued from close range 
usually from the footlights or edge of the stage. 
Other Staee Terms. 
Stage ~£!right. The actor's left or right as he 
faces the audience, unless otherwise indicated by the e.uthor or 
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director. 
Upstage. Away from the audience. 
Downstage. Towards the audie nee. 
Front. In front of the curtain. 
Back. Behind the visible scenery at the rear. 
Off ~ .£! right. Behind the visible scenery at tre 
actor's left or right, as he faces tre audience. 
Pro:eerty. Any article used in "ttihe action of the 1-'Jay 
which is not part of the set or O:f the costtune of ·e. c}1..aracter. 
Property ~. The person who is responsible for the care 
of all ;properties. 
Cast. 
-
The persons taking fue parts of the che.re.cters in 
a play. As a verb, cast means to choose the };:eople to tl:ke 
part in a certain play. 
Balance. The arra,n.gement , of furnishings and e.ctors upon 
the staee so that the scheme is s~rmme trical. 
Temp~. The rate of speech and movement of actors on 
the stage. Tempo can often make or break a ple.y. 
Aside . Remark which the ot l:s rs on the stage are not 
SUflJ,JOsed to hear . Sometimes addressed toward the e.udience 
from downstage. 
Cue. The sign or signal for a speech or movement on 
the stage. It may be a word in a preceding speech, some bit 
of business or an off stage noise such as a knock, bell, or 
automobile horn. 
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The information in the fo nn of the definitions given 
above should be learned thoroughly by the pupil. Several 
,. demonstrations in class should cc cur and so familiar should 
: the members become with the terms that the~r can uee them 
'· 
.. 
. j 
correctly and. freel~r· At the end ,.of a reE~.sonable length of 
time both a written and oral examination should be given. 
Scenes from actual :plays may then be assigned to groups 
in the class who analyze the plaws and give st~gestions for 
their effective :production. 
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SOPHOMORE YEAR 
SECOND SEMESTER 
THE ONE-ACT PLAY. 
:b"'airly well versed in the fundamentals of play acting and 
stage techniC1_ue the pupil is now ready for Cl.emo:r.etration in 
the form of presentation. The one-act play offers a good 
mediwn for his experimentation. The work will still be creati v~ 
in that the student wi~l analyze character and situation , work 
out the action , cri ti ci ze and Y.IJ rk over. 
Aims of the course: 
1. To gain knowledge of the best one-act :pla. ~rs. 
2. To gain knowledge of characterization ~md conse~uentl:r a 
deeper insight into hum.an na. ture. 
3. To gain so!'le stage presence and audience rel~.tionsb.ip. 
4. To gain a better use of voice through the C~.p ) licc.tion of 
1 • 
technique learned in _previous years. 
Procedure for the Presentation of the Course 
in the One-Act Play. 
A very definite "impresflion" must be given the class abo·ut 
the story. If it is "Spreac1.ing The }Tews" by Le.d~r G-regory 
the impression of harmful, but none-tr~B-less a!'lusing · 
11 gossip 11 should be made. 
The author holds that tre play should be read to the class 
by the teacher. Some people object to this on account of 
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the danger of imitation. The teacher should not attempt to 
fully impersonate the characters. If she merely suggests 
them and later wisel~r directs, the intellie;ent clase willdo 
the re st. 
2. The play is discussed. "Is it a e ood :pla~r'?IT "Why" 11 V.fha.t 
does the author seem to be doing"" The cla,ss v.rill ustu?.ll~r 
say that the characters are some thing like t hose fcund in 
small towns in America in tre case of "Spreading The r-rews" 
3. Throueh similar discussion the class becomes conscious 
that we can determine character in three wa:{s: (1) b~r 
the things the person in que sti on sey s, ( 2) the V'.'e.y in 
which the o tller people in th~ play respond to him, and, 
(3) any description given m about him by tre author. 
4. Reading of the play by the class with no idea, ~.t first, 
of try-outs, is very importmt. The class tries to int_r..,. 
pret the characters. In "Spreading The -r.rewsn the cl.i~.lect 
wil l be easy for some and difficult for otrers. They 
all should be asked to observe real "Irish11 people end to 
report on the various elements in their epeech. 
Attention, as the class reads, should be cc:lled to t:b.e 
setting, the lives of tre Characters, the beginning of 
the action, the climax. It is surprising after the study 
of the first play how much tbe class will observe for 
themselves. Therefore a little e:x:tre. time well spent 
at this stage is v.r orth while. 
5. The class now plans the scene. Lady Gregor~r tells tl.S only 
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that it is the "outskirts cf a fair", an ~.p:ple stall. 
They should decide whetre r the stall takes up much of the 
stae;e and. where most of tl:e action should occur. It will 
naturally come down to Mrs. Tar:pey' s sta~ring behind her 
ap:ple counter, stage ri€P-t, and the other ch~.ra.c .ters 
going through their action at center and left. 
6. A group may now volunteer to go through the action. 
Hodifications and corrections will oceur in the ~.ctual 
"walking out" of the lire s. Business should grow ~.ri th the 
conception of the pla.y. T:b..e teacher is there to make sug- _ 
gestions, but it must be nemembered that the cl~.ss is 
11 studying" the pl a~r , not €P ing through the half -baked 
actions of a ready-made production. 
7. The class is eo thoroughly familiar with all of the 
8. 
characters before tre castine is done and e~.ch :b.a s had a 
chance at the character h~ likes best so often tha.t the 
work of ce rtain ones is buund to stand out. 
The r ehearsals may be, and cf ten are, inch~.rge of student I 
directors since the busire ss has been mem;erized. 
The second play should be started immeC!.iate l~r following 
the casting of the first. New discussions v.ri 11 ~.rise V.' i th 
the ne\'f subject matter. The :program should. :pre sent sharp 
contrasts and variety in techniQ_ue. 
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Suggested List Of One '"'Act Pla.!rs. 
"A Marriage Proposal" 
"The Christmas Guest" 
11 \Vhere But In America" 
"The Hour-Glass" 
"The Falcon" 
"Beauty and the Jacobin" 
"Two Crooks and a Lad~r11 
"The Ghost of Jerry BundJe r" --
"Moonshine" 
"The Florist Shop" 
"Sp reading The News" 
"The Pot Boiler" 
"The Brink of Silence" 
"The Tents of tll3 Arabs" 
"The Maker of Dreams" 
"Allison's Lad" 
"Joint Owners in Spai. n " 
Anton Tchekoff 
Constance ll!acka!r 
Osce.r M. Wolf'f 
William Butler Yea.ts 
Alfred Lord Tennyson 
Booth Ta.rkington 
Eugene Pillot 
w. w. Jacob s and 
Charles · Rock 
Arthur Hopkins 
Winifred Hawk ridge 
Alice Geretenberg 
Est$ r E. Ga.J.bre.i th 
Oliphant Dov.rns 
Beula. b. 1>.~. Di x 
Aliee Brown 
During the course at odd times the :pup i J.s sl1.ould be given 
the follovling information r egarding the his tor!' e.nd develop-
II I ment of the one-act :play as a 1i terary form. 
I The one -ac t pla!r is, in one sense very ole. , a.nc in an -
I 
other , ve ry new. The greek tragedies and. meCI.ieve.l miracle 
pla!rs resembled one-act :pla!rs rut the one-act :pla~r as a 
II separate form was not cultivated til1 nee.r tlB end of the 
" 
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1 nineteenth century. 
In Euro:Qean countries, at first, the one-e.ct pla~r wl:l.s 
used as a "curtain-raisern, because so many peo:ple of im:port-
j! ance were apt to be late and spoil the regular _p erformam e. 
In the United ""tates tl:e one-e.ct play is really important 
as a dramatic form. American authors now promise to excel in 
the one -act :play as they have excelled in the short story. 
The one-act play was launched chiefly through the nlittle" 
or independent theatres. It was a great benefit to them be-
' cause it was easy to stage and easy to learn. It brought forth 
such dramatists as Susan Glas _pell and Eugene O'}Teill who later 
found themselves in the longer play. 
The term none-actn refers to the length of the play, not 
the number of scenes. Eugene O'Nei.ll's nEmperor c.Tonesn is not 
p roperly a one-act play though it is sometimes referred to as 
1 such, nor is any ttfull evening" play. 
A one-act :pla~r must be we 11 co nstruc ted or it is a con-
spicuous failure. The p~i:iac.:i:ple vh ich Poe laid down for the 
short story is eQually applicable to the one-e.ct pl<:~.~ra "The 
writer should strive for a cert~n uniClue or single effect to 
be wrought out. In tre vm.ole com:position there shov.ld be no .. 
word v'Jritten, of which -the tendency, direct or indirect, is not 
to the one , pre-established design". The c:nali ties Cl.eme.nded by 
the play·wright are originality, ingenuity, and ski 11 in 
eEpression. 
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JUNIOR YEAR. 
THE STUDY OF TF.E ELIZABETHAI-T DRAl•!Aa 
1 The aims of such a c curse are mro y: 
1. To acquaint the pupi 1 \•li. th the idea that She.ke speare 
was a product of his times, that he lived in a "golden age'. 
2. To give the pupil a summary of the ti11es :preceding 
Shakespeare~ 
3. To create an interest in the Elizabethan theatre and 
Elizabethan actor. 
4. To make Shaeskpeare, tre man, real to the class. 
5. To ins2ire a love for the .J la~rs, not through tedious 
analysis, but through the fun of acting them out. 
Information regarding the Eliz e. be than Age • 
The Elizabethans, early in i:he epoch (about 1562·) took 
over from the Romans tre :practice of the five-act divieion. 
The classical influence helped them to knew tre difference be-
t we en tragedy and come dy and raised the level of comic d:j:;alogue 
I and situation above that of the interlude. 
1 The v1ri ters of note ¥.rho :preceded Shakespeare were Lyly, 
I Y:yd, Peele, and Greene • 
John Lyl~)T, a Haster of Arts from Oxford who had written 
• 
11 Euphues", wrote plays which distinctly sb ovrect the Le.tin 
1 influence - "Campaspe", n:Midas", "EnO.ymion" ,"Sa];Jho and 
Phao", etc.. His work created a nev1 feeling for the beauty 
Boston Univer s i ty 
i chool of Education 
·' ·ar-
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of langua.ee and influenced. the speech of t:he cottr t. 
r Thomas Eyd, an important playwr.i. gh t of whose life little is 
known. "Spanish Tragedy", a melodrama, full of bloodshed 
and insanity, was a very popular one of its time. 
George Peel~, a better poet tren drame.tist, wrote "Dc=wid and 
Bethsabe", and "Old Wives Talei', from vrhich Arnolcl. Bennett 
derived the title of his recent novel. 
Robert Greene, the "founder of romantic comedy", a ty);'e in 
. which Shake s_peare, of whom Greene was jealous, remains 
without a rival. Eis best known comed~' is "Friar Be.con 
and Friar Bungay". Greene was ap_parentl~r the first to 
emplo~T the :poyular Elizabethan situation of e. woman dis-
guised as a page. 
I Chr3niltovher Marlowe.J. This man, the ablest of She.kes:peare' s 
I conter!rporaries , was born in 1564, the eame ~ree.r ::"' as tle 
immortal bard. He was killec• in a tavern e. t the age of 
t wenty-nine. He was a graduate of Oxford at nineteen, 
and before he was killed m d V.'ri tten "Tamberle.ine"·, 
"Doctor Faustus", and "The ,Jew of Halte.t'. Theee hacl. such 
definite influence on Shakespearian drama that it ie we ll 
to remember them. 
~I The Elize.bethan Theatre. 
1\ The Elizabethans were livirg in a prosperous ere.. !Jew 
~ lands were being discovered and new ideas were being voiced. 
/1 It was truly an atmosJ:)here of "Merry EnglanCl". 
London was "theatre-mad". Probably never before nor since 
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li has a large percentage of the population attended regularly the 
I theatre. · 
The Elizabethan audience would seem to ue crude and 
'I callous' almost brutal. It cared nothing for subtlet~r nor 
"psychology, but much for character. That is :perhe.ps ~hy 
11 
1 shakes_bleare found it necessar~.,to create so me.n~r person~?.ges. 
I The theatre itself was modeled on the Qlan of an inn-
yard. Certain details of structure vvere drawn from the rings 
~ used for bear-baiting . . The roof covered only the galleries 
II 
1
1
and the back part of the stage. The pit, in which the nground-
1 lingsn stood, was open to the sky. The Bl~?.ckfriars in tre city 
v1as an exception to this r;,1 le arii had a roof. It was liehted 
jby torches. 
I The stage projected into the m:ld dle of the the~?.tre and was 
r . 
1 surrounde.d on three sides b~r s:I,:e ctators. rrhere were some seats 
I' in the gal J. e ries and a few on the stage itself, but the pit, 
I 
.which corresponds in :position to the modern orchestr~?., had no 
I 
·I se a ts. There 11.ras a drop curtai.. n; and judgeo. b ~, present-da~r 
1 standards, properties were scanty and poor. The stage .consist-
~ ed of three parts, the "f(l7ont", the ":Backn, and t te "balcony". 
' The "frontrr, v1hi ch was almost in the audience, we.s tlS e d much 
l more than the other two; the 11 backn vras used to .rresent e. cave, 
I 
a forest, a shop, etc.; and tll3 "balcony11 "Se.rved to represent 
a wall or a tower. 
The bareness of the Elizabethan stage demended good acting 
. and made it iiJlillediately effective. 
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Shakespeare. 
The class should be given his life as a problem in 
research. However, the four divisions nov;! 8.lmcs t universally 
agreed upon should be stressed. 
1. A Period Of Imitation and Experi~t. 
Titus Andronicus 
Henry VI. 
Richard III. 
Eing John. 
Love's Labor's Lost. 
The Comedy of Errors. 
The Two C~ntlemen of Verona. 
2. A Period of Mature C-enius • 
Romeo and Juliet. 
Julius Caesar. 
Richard II. 
Henry V. 
He nry IV. 
The Taming of The Shrew . 
rrhe Merry Wives of Windsor. 
As You J.Jike It. 
Twelfth }Tight. 
Much Ado About J'Tothing. 
3. A Break In The I'l6 ve loprre n t of Shake SJ? e 8.:r:e. 
Macbeth. Ham 1e t. 
Troilus and Cressida. 
Pericles. 
Othello. 
Eing Lear. 
All's We 11 That Ends Well. 
M.e asure for Measure • Antony and Cleope.tra. 
4. Dra~atic Romances. 
Cymbeline The Tempest. 
A Winter' s Tale 
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5. The class should be divided in to groups vthich rotate, each 
putting on a scene. 
6. In the presentation of these scenes the followine detail 
might be stressed: 
Where does tl:e action real ly begin? 
Is it better to have a character tell about himself, 
as Orlando does, or oo nve~r sue h information in some other 
manner? 
Is a quarre 1 a good op3 nine for a p la. ~r? 
How does Shake sp e ar e make the dialogte of Rosalind 
and Celia sound real? 
Whv 
., is love at first sight so f re Qlle rit in rl ays? 
How long should the wrestling continue ? 
Do you think Shakespe are was fond of Je.c~ues" vVhat 
is his philosophy? 
Is Silvius intended to be humorous? 
These q_ues ti ons will bri rg a ro ut familiarity •1.1i th the 
pl a~r without_ making the procedure tiresome and ane.l~rtical. 
Proce dure !£! ~ Stud~ ~S!. Class Presentation of 
Shakespeare's Plays. 
1. Let us take for instance, the .Play "As You Like It". lf.Then 
Shakespeare wrote it, he was keenl~r av:are of the public 
taste for plays. After a rc:p i d reading of it mostly aloud, 
the class should be m de conscious of s ome of the 1h ings he 
did ; that, in fact, the play was named for his e.mene.bili ty 
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in this matter. The "pastoral" element as well as the term 
should be explained, ani that Shake s peare U3 ed. it )?la~r­
fully. 
2. The characters should be discussed as thoroughly and well 
as possible for the first reading. 
3. The contrast of the ro ur t life and the pastoral should be 
touched upon. It seems significant that Rosalind like all 
of us could wander into a beautifu 1 and unre:;:>.l life for a 
while, but by no means esccq;Jing the actue.lities of this 
world to which she had to return. 
4. The source of Shal<..espea.re's plot might be tE>ken up for the 
matter of background. If a oopy of Lodge's "Rosylinde" is 
procurable, some comparisons may be made. 
Suggested Scenes Especiallv AttrE>.etive 
for Class Presentation. 
Each play in its entire state should be stucl.ied e.nd 
presented in crude forEJ.. There are several ecenee , hov:ever, 
upon which the class should dwell either for tbe development 
of certain technique or for their appreciation of the pla~r in 
question. 
The folloviing scenes 31 ould employ the JTl.aj or part of class 
time • "As You JJike It" • 
Act I. Scene II. fThe Wrestling Scene.) 
Act II. Scene VII. (Con taire Jacques's fem ous speech) • 
Act III. Scene II. (Rosalind meets Orlando in the 
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Forest of Arden). 
Act IV • Scene I. ( Celia pe rf'orms the me.rri age 
ceremony11 • 
Act V. Scene IV. (The fi nal scene) • 
"Macbeth". 
Act I. Scene III • (Macbeth first meets the witches) • 
Act I • Scene IV. ( Lad~r Macbeth reads the letter). 
Act I • Scene VII. (Macbeth J1lakes up }lis mind) • 
Act II • Scene I • (The :pr e J!ara ti ens ) • 
Act II· Scene II. (' The murder of Dunce.n} 
Act III -. Scene IV. (The ghost scene) • 
Act v.. Scene I. (The sleep -walking scene} • 
Act v. Scene VIII. (The final scene.) 
"Julius Caesarn. 
Act I • Scene I • (The co TflllJ.oners awcdt the procession) . 
Act II. Scene I • (The meeting of the co nspire.tors) • 
Act II. Scene II • ( Calpum ia' s dream) • 
Act III. Scene I. {The murder is co. mmit tee.) • 
Act III. Scene II. (Contains Brutus's enc Cassius's 
Orations). 
Act IV. Scene III· (The argument of Fru tus e.nd Ce.ssius ) 1o 
THE SENIOR YEAR 
A COURSE IN THE HIS TORY AND DEVELOPMEJ:TT OF THE DP.AHA 
,1 ' As an introduction to college literature :f'&l.rtic. ularl~r that 
bearing upon drama, a course in the history of the dre..ma is 
valuable. The college pre.Qaratory students will ga.in de.fini te-
ly in their .Preparation. The practical and production end of' 
the course will be beneficial to those not preparing for 
college but who are interested in the active and mechanical 
phases of .Play-making. 
The ~urpose of such a course is to make the student con-
scious and a.J:1 .o reciative. of the great dre..mas of the world and 
to illustrate through actual productions and ree.dings , the 
p ossibilities of ~resentation of these dramas. 
U:NIT ONE 
THE DRAJ.<!.A OF GREECE Al'TD Rt' UE 
The following information may be assigned as resee.rch 
work or if time does not }!ermit, the teacher may give it in 
lecture form. 
Caution: Do not let the course sink to the level of a. dr~r, 
academic stud~r. Each princi.vle should be illustr&l.ted in e. 
lively~, interesting way with .Qlenty of pupil participe.tion ~ 
Greek Drama: Its Origin. 
From the beginning o:f time, in the history of every known 
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countr~r, drama has had its origin in religious cere.Mony. Every 
:primitive race has some kind of dramatic spectacle V~.rhich may 
be traced back to something religious in cha.racter. The 
1 ancient drama grew out of the ceremonies of the early half-
savage Greeks. 
'.rhe Greek drama grew out of the worshi.r of Dionysus, or 
Bacchus, the god of wine. Attic tragedy had its origin in 
the Dionysiac dithyramb, a choral dance which from all indi-
cations had some mimetic features. In thi~ dance the chorus 
and its leaders probably represented the worshipers and 
attendant s,l)irits grouped around Dionysus. The essential 
dramatic element, action, made its ap _,,.earance without e.nyone's 
reali zing its enormous significance. Arion is given credit 
for having been the first ,Poet to put in spoken woro.s between 
the choral odes. Aristotle says that in these verses which 
were spoken by the leader of the chorus, the germ of tragedy 
is to be found. An actor was added b~r Thes};>is, the fe.ther of 
Greek tragedy, to this singing , dancing group. Thus it was 
made 2ossible to act out the adventures of Dionysus. Later 
Thespis and others so extended the subject matter of tre.gedy 
that it was no longer limited to stories of Dionysus but might 
treat al1:1ost any religious theme or story. 
In 534 Pisistratus, the Athenian Tyrant, instituted an 
annual festival at which trageclies were regularl~r 1\roduced in 
com.Petition for a prize. The drama was thu::: brought under 
I! state patronage and control. Aesoh~rlus, the oldest playwright 
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whose work has come down to us, made many iin11 0rt~?.nt contri bu-
.. I 
I tions to the develo.Qment . of traged~r, the most im_portant being 
the addition of the second actor. Vfi th two e.ctor~ on the 
stae;e, it was possible with the assistance of the chorus, to 
stage a fairly com,Plicated story. The dramatist could now 
p lace before his audience the essential drams.tic scenes of 
his Qlot. vmen So.Qhocles, a little later, added a third 
actor, Greek tragedy had on its material side, reached almost 
the height of its development. In the age of ?ericles ( 4~0 B. 
C. to 429 B. C.) Greek tragedy in the plays of Aeschylus, 
Sophocles, and J:<:Uripides, reached a greater height than has 
since been attained e:Y:cept in the .J:)lays of Shakespeare. 
Religion in the Greek Drama 
In Greece, unlike France and later England, the theatre 
1 was a distinctly religious · institution. Greek dre.rr.e. was the 
offspring of religious enthusiasm; and even e.t the height of 
its development Greek tragedy was the result of 8.n endeEwor to 
beautify and enri.ch religion with the arts of poetry, music, 
dancing and acting. The altar of Dionysus stood in the center 
of the theatre, and his tem.f>le was close at hand. PlF.l.yp ¥.rere 
per:Porm.ed only at two annual religious festivals in JEmua.ry 
and l1arch. On these occasions the .PO.f>Ulation of Athens gave 
u p its regular :pursuits and went to the theatre. The Greeks 
observed their religious holidays much like moo.ern Italian~, 
who combine with real religious feeling the love of fun and 
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spectacle. 
On the opening day of the festival, which cor.tinued five 
days an elaborate procession escorted the image of :Dionysu~, 
the patron god of the drama, from his temple to the theatre. 
Only the last three or four days of the festive.l were given 
over to the performance of pl,ays. Each :pls.ywright :presented 
a g roul) of three traeedie s followed by a sat~,r-:ple.y. Arnon~ 
the Greeks comedy and tragedy, having different origins, were 
never mingled as on the En~lish stage; and actors a~ well as 
pla~rwrights always restricted themselves to one t~r:pe. The 
state seems to have .Paid the e.ctors, but rich 1-•e.tror.s were 
called on in turn to pay the expenses of training ancl outfi tt-
ing the chorus. The state leased the theatre to individuals 
who were permitted to charge a small admission fee to pay for 
its u pkeep. 
'J:he pla:\rwright almost inve<.ri abl~r took his J;~lots from the 
familiar myths of gods and heroes. Man:;r of them are telcen 
fr om the Iliad. To the modern reader, originality of plot seems 
absolutely essential both in drama and prose fiction. - But I 
thiR insistence upon originality is a recent thing; Sh~..ke s -
.Qeare borrowed his .Qlots as freely as did Euri.-pi des. The 
Greek audience had necessarily little curiousity as to ho ll'l 
the st·o:ry .would end but much as to the way in which the :p oet- ' 
dramatist would vary the familiar story. G-oethe, e. lC~.ter 
dramatist once said, "If I were to begin m~r artistic life 
over again, I should never deal with a new story. I should 
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always invest the old st or i es with nev1 and T<wre vi t~.l meanings " 
Music and Dancing 
Greek drama is a combination of :poetic dram<;'l. wi tb muEic 
and danc ing . Brande r Harthews says t hat tl::.e closest m.odern 
:parellel to Greek tragedy is a Wagneri an opera . 
Not all £>arts of a Greek drama were sung. As in modern 
musical comedy some .Q assae;es were spoken while others V'.'ere sung 
or perha:p s chan ted to the accompanyment of fh!.te or h~.r:p . The 
J:iassages sune were not limited to the choral odes but included. 
l ~rr i cal duets between actor and chorus . In the Antie;on.e ~-s i n 
man~r trae:;edies there is a l ~rrical duet in the most tragic .£H;~.r t, 
just before Antie;one is led away to her death. 
The dancing of the Greeks was ver~r different from that 
t o which v1e are accustomed. It w~.s an attempt to ir.terpret by 
expressive .Q Ostures, gestures, and bodily movel'!lents the emotion 
suE:ge sted b~r the words, music , and action of the :Qlay. Richard 
I' Green Moulton says that the real dancing of the Greek~ j s a 
I 
I 
lost art of which the modern ballet is a corru~ tion, and the 
orator' s action a faint survival. It was an art which used 
bodi l y motion to convey thought; as in s peech the tongue 
articulated woro.s, so in dancing the body swayed e.nd gesticu-
' late d into meaning. 
The Chorus 
Man:v readers wonder about the presence of the chorus in 
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Greek _plays. The hiAtorica.l fact concerning this in interest-
ing . The choral odes go back the original Dion,g?iatic di thram.b 
whereas the drama proper was developed out of the interpolated 
episodes or interludes. 
The twelve or fifteen members of the chorus ·were known as 
the chorentae ; the leader was called the coryphaeue. 
Durin~ the dramatic episodes the chorus faced not the 
audience , but the actors and accompanied the a,ction with appro-
priate ge stures. During the choral odes, h ov.'ever , the chorus 
lfaced the audience while it danced and sane~ In the spoken 
·dialogues the cor~r.Qhaeus seems to have S.Poken for the chorus , 
lbut in the lyrical duets the entire choruf:. took .f'E'.rt. 
The Greek Theatre. 
A modern audie nce would at once be shocked b~r the lack of 
properties used in all .1)1a~rs vlri tten before the nineteenth 
ce.ntur~r . The Greeks lacked our theatrical aids to illusion but 
provided excellent acting, good music, ap.f.• ro_priE~,te d.E~.ncine and 
!unsurpassed poetry . 
our stadi um resembles more closely than an~r modern struc-
ture, the G-reek t heatre . The theatre was semi-circular in shape 
r-nd we.s built on the side of a hill so the,t each s:pecta.tor might 
be able adequately to see the .Performance. There Vl.' e,s no roof. 
The theatre of Dionysus at Athens is supposed to hE~.ve see.ted 
seventeen thousand persons. 
In the center of the semicirc le there was a level circular 
~ I 
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space known as the orchestra. Here near the statue of 
Dion;)rsus the chorus took its stand, while the e.ct ors stood 
immecl.iately behind the chorus. In some C-reek thel?.tres there 
was a raised stage on which the actors stood .. 
At the back of the stage stood a scene-building ( skene) 
in which the actors changed their robes and mask.s befo re 
asst~ing new roles. 
The usual scene of a Greek play is a public place before 
a palace or temple. This accounts for the me.rked absen.ce of 
domestic scenes. 
Greek Tragedy 
Three great _poets, AeschJrlus, Sophocles, ancl. Ev .. ri-ptdes 
took up the development of traged~r soon e.fter the dee.tl--. of 
Thes:pis. Seven plays of Aescl;lylus have been preserveo, the 
most familiar being nprometheus Bound". 
Sophocles is given credit for introducing naturalness i n 
speaki ng and acting on the classice.1 stage, a c;_ue.lity which ~!as 
contrary to the style of elocution _popular at that time. As 
did Aeschylus, Sophocles introduce d another c:.ctor on the stage, 
making the total of important characters , three. The number waE 
not again increased in classical drama. Sophocles is c redi ted 
with writing one hundred thirty _pla;ys. nOed.ipus Rez" is one of 
the best J:t~nown today. 
Euripides' contribution to drama was in the form of a 
broadened subject matter. Foll owing the trend of nature.lism 
__ - = 
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I 
introduced by Sophbnles, Euripides added a realistic touch to 
the plots and prese ntations of his .Qlays .. 
Natural deaths \'Jere some t ime s allowed b~r convention forbadE 
the relJresentation of viol ence or bloodshed on the :=t~.ee; yet 
the dramatist might permit the audience to hear the cries of 
the victim and by I'leans of the "eccylemea" . a machine for 
J:.)Ushi ne out upon the stage a tableau, he might dis:ple.~r the 
bodies of the slain . The reason for thie convention was that 
no murder, nor re2 resentation of it was e.l l owed t o t~..ke place 
on ground sacred t o Dionysus. 
The so - called 0reek "unities" were described by Aristotle 
and were due almost e ntirely t o the limitations of the G-reek 
theatre . They were . called t he unities of t ime , -:ple.ce, and 
action. ( 1 . ) The time was limite d to one o.e.y. (2) There was~ 
l·n r"ener"'l no chan""" of '"'Ce ne ( "The EumenJ'_rl_J.'e;- 11 , 11 TbA A. ,i.av-n . G "'" t • 5"' v o " \.' >::' • - C. M>- • 
and " The Frog s " violated this rule.) ( 2)) There were no sub-
plot s or c omplex story-.f!la~rs such as those eY.istine in 
Elizabethan times. 
Greek Comedy 
Greek c omedy had a development entirel~r sepe.re.te from that 
of Greek traged~r. I t sprang from the he.rvest fee.sts to Dj ony-
sus rather than the more serious thoughts in regaro. to the eod . 
These festivals were a t i me of special license; everJrone was 
free to I.'lock a t J.)e rsons and things which at other times .. he we.s 
bound to respect. I t was not until about 465 B. C. , onl~r nine 
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:rears before the death of Ae schylus , that comedy wa.s given 
public recognition along with traged~r· Ari st ophcmes ~..nd his 
colleagues rmt comed~r on the Gr eek stage in a. f<:'l.irly <:'l.rt i st i c 
form. His p la;srs were loosely put together episodes i n which 
the auth or 's opinion on various current is Sl'.es was voiced. 
Ari s to.Qhanes was about thirty years younger t han Euripides 
whose plays he constantly burlesq_ued. Eleven of hie p lays exist 
today . The nFrogs, nThe. "Birds 11 • The "L;)rsistrat a " are perbap s 
the best known . The combi nation of the broad, farcical, some -
times indecent element and the beautiful l~rrice.l pa.ssage we.s 
.Qerhaps the outstanding che.racteristic of the comedy of 
Aristophanes . 
The Reading And Prese ntation of the Pl B.~rs . 
The class should read the 11 0resteia'' the only eytant 0ree:!r 
t r ilogy, which deals with the misfortunes of the fe.mily of 
Agamemnon . The readine; may be assigned to grou.r's for .Qresenta-
t ion with es.Qec ial em.Qhasis laid on the dee:p relie;iou.s feeling, 
dramatic power and sub lime poetry putinto his ple.;)rs b~,r AeA~h:vlus ~ 
Thos e by Sophocl es best sui ted for present<:'l.tion ~.re " Qedipu ~ 
the }~inP:" , The "Antigone ", and the nElectra". Attention should 
be called to the flawless t echni q_ue of Sophocles, hie :proportion 
s~,rrwetry and res traint. The human element which enters into the 
characters of Sophocles nearly an;y class will sense , as contr2.st 
ed to Aeschylus. 
--' ·he "Electra11 of Euri:pedus may be compc.red with the.t of 
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I 
SoJ,Jhocles to see whether the class wil l grasp the realism ano 
t he al most me lodramatic elements ];)resent e.t certain ste.ges. 
nr-phi e;enia At Auli s " should be of interest to the class ¥.rhich 
studies Tennyson's "Dream of Fair Women". 
The "Frogs" b~r Aristo11hanes may be read e.nd rerorted on , 
but it is hardly suitable for classroom ~resentation. 
If 8. text is used in this course an excellent book is "An 
Introduction to Draman by J ay B. Hubbell an d. t.Tohn 0. Beatty , 
The Iv!acmil l an Co., New Yo rk , 1929~ 
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The Drama of Rome. 
Roman drama, as well as much of Roman civilize.tion, had it 
1 
source in the Greek. Two great Le.tin comedie.ns, Terence and 
Plantus, one tragedian, Seneca, and one dre.me.tic critic, Horace 
I 
I 
1 are the best known of the authors whose work is _p reserved. I n 
I the matter of tecnni~ue, the elaborate use of the prologue, and 
! the development of dialogue, monologue , asides, reported inci-
dents, and various verse fo rms can be traced to the Roman in -
l fluence. The Romans varied from the Greeks in t heir funoamenta 
I 
1 concevtion of drama, believing that the function of drame. is 
_pr i mari ly entertainment and not instruction. 
The best plays of Plantus ( Z54 - 184 B. C.) e.re "The 
Ca.Qt ivesfl, 11 lv!enaecnmi", The fiAulalario", cmd "Bacchidesfl. The ·re 
are about twenty in all. Plantus was a skillft~l e.da:pter of 
Greek stories and situations although one sometimes wonders h ow 
his rtoman audience, uneducated as they were, could understand 
his reference to Greek customs. In the Middle Ages Ple..ntus was 
little regarded, but the discove~y in 1429 of twelve of his 
j..Qlays aroused a new interest in them. Shakespeare's "Comedy of 
Errors" is based upon Plan tus 1 s "Menaechi". 
The delicate irony and .fJOinted epigrems of Terence for-
I shadow the hieh comedy of Moliere and ConE:;reve. 1-!e V/2.s 1?2.rticu-
\ jlarly good i n his handling of the dialogu.e. Terence 1 s six :p lays 
are rrAndria", "Hu~rea" , "Heanton Tunor Oumenos", "EunachL,_s n , 
"l'horimon, and "AdelQhoe". 
"The .fllays of Seneca were destined to exert e. considerable 
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influence UIJOn Elizabethan drama... There are ten of them: 
! "He rcules Fureus"' "Octavia"' "Thyestes" ' "Phoenissae 11 ' 11 Phaedra I' 
"Oedi.Qus", "Troades", "Medea11 , "Agamemnon11 , 11 Hercules octoeus " . , 
J These plays we re i Elitations of Greek trageo.ies e.nd viere :g robabl~ 
'I 
never acted, although they may have been intended for reading 
I' 
, aloud by elocutionists. The subjects are the stock theme s of 
,, 
,
1
r-reek traeedy and Seneca handles them with little orieine.lity. 
I 
1! The qualities that attracted the Elizabethans to his p lays we re 
l the elaborate rhetoric and bloody conclusions. 
Presentation of Plays in Class. 
1 Aside from exerpts read in class b~r the tee.cher to ill us-
l trate the points made in the information above, little time 
I should be s_pent on the Roman drama. !he "Mena,echmi 11 of Plan tus, 
I however, may be read to illustrate the fun the audience 
'1 derived from the pit"ologue • 
I 
I 
Early English Drama 
By a strange irony of fate, the church, which ha.d helped 
to break up the corrupted ancient drama, w~s the means of 
bringing about the new. Action and dialogue were introduced 
to place more vividly before the illi tere.te, the events of the 
II I life of Christ - particularl~r the nativity anCI the re~v.rrection 
I These dialogues , or ..Qlaylets were called "tropes". The 
I' 
I 
most famous . one is called the "Q.uem Quaeri tis" b8.sed. on the 
intervie w between the three Mar}.'S and the Angel at the tomb. 
'I 
I 
,, 
The U. ttle liturgical pla~rs became very po:pl• .. lar. The 
crowded churches at Chris tBas and Easter necessitated the 
giving of the scenes in the churchyard. The departure from the 
four walls of the church had a tendency to secularize the 
performances • After Po-pe Innocent III had ordered the :plays 
outside the church in 1210 the productions became more elaborat • 
Still larger audiences gathered. The vernacular ca~e to be 
used. The plays featuring the festival of Corpu~ Christi and 
de_picting the lives of the saints came to be known a:= "l·!iracle" 
plays and ctn>nsti tuted . an important division in the development 
of ~nRli sh drama . They were often written b~r men of the 
church, but came to be 11roduced by the "guilds" or tra.de 
I; organizations. 
The miracle plays were presented on four-vvheeled 1' aeeant 
wagons, drawn by horses or .Qerhaps propelled by members of a 
guild. The first wagon would halt at a :previousl~r e.nnounced 
point while the .r;>layers performed their act; then it wo1..~ld go 
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on to the next station. Heanwhile the second we.r;on vrould come · 
u:p. The scenes de .vic ted ranged from the Creation to the Le.st 
Judgment. The pagaent wagons were usuall y of two stories. The 
lower· . .vart was enclosed as a dressing room. The u:p:per pa.rt was 
an open platform or stage to which the a.ctors ascended by a 
stairway or ladder. Scenery when u s ed at all we.s :Qrimi tive. 
Hell we.s regresented b:>r a jaw-like ogening through which smoke 
rose from a concealed brazier. 
Hiracle .vlays were _Qroduced at·a number of towns. The 
three cycles of York,· Chester, and Wakefiel d he.ve come down to 
the .o re sent day. 
'i'he "m.ummers n were country people, who e.cteo. for the fun of 
l it .. Their l)la~rs had nothing to do with religion. The st. 
George .ola~r was freCluently given. There were e.lso pagaents and 
rnaS Cl,U6S ti 
The English nMorali ty" _pla~rs were 2erhe.ps neyt in, import-
ance. The characters in these .£)lays were not ree.l peo1.>le, but 
_personified abstractions and the s tory allegorical i.n form. 
The -pur pose was the instruction in conduct of life. The best 
illustration of the early English nMorality" ple.3r is "Every 
Mann which has the characters Ever;rman, Good Deeds, Y.:no'itle dge , 
jDeath, Beaut~r, Goods, etc. 
1l, I 
The first "regular" English cor'led.y we.s "RaJ. ph Roi~ter 
Doister", an imitation of Plautus, by }Ticholas t.Tdall soon to be 
·~ followed by " Ga.nuner Gurton' s Needle " . In I'le.ny wa~rs it is a.n 
imi ta ti on o:if the ~1oma.n Comed~r • 
• I I 
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"Gorboduc " by Thoma s Sackville and Thomas Forton , the first 
~np;lish traged~r shows the influence of Senece,. 
Presentati on of the Early English Plays. 
Of those mentioned in the histor~r of the age, the """'econd 
::;he:pard 1 s Play" , "Abraham and I saac n , and 11 Every J~an " lend 
themselves most easily to presentation. 
" The Second She _:pard 1 s Play" would be sui te.ble for a Chrj st 
mas asseMbly to be put on by t he s enior class in drama. Real 
comedy can be derived from the di:scontent of the ~hepe.rds e.t 
the cold weather in the first part of the :ple.~·· There muEt be 
a great deal of cutting but the lines are not ha.rd to memorize 
and the atmosphere at the end can be dignified ano. reverent. 
nAbraham and I saac" should Jll.erel!' be read around the class 
r.rhe d i alogue is rather drawn out. 
":Ever~r Man" needs more time and more attentton to detail8 
The only really length!r r>art is Everyman and +..:he lines me.y be 
merJ.orized with com.Qarative ease. The voice of G-od ma.~r be he.a rd 
only. A deep intonation of the first speech will establish the 
right atmos~here. 
The pla~· may be done against a _pla.in cyclora.ma. e.s E!imiJlic-
i ty should be the ke;tl note. The costumes are looseJ.~r fitting 
tied in at the waist, t he colors suggesting the characters. 
Material for Early English Period. 
Bates, I: a the r ine Lee "The Early Ene;lish Drc;.J:ta.". 
This volume will be found helpful fer the informe.tion 
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it eives on the stage conditions and contents of the 
.Q lays. 
Child, C. G.: " Earl~r Pla~rs 11 • 
I For s peci11en .Qlays, in L'lode rnized versions , const:.lt this 
book. 
Ga~rle~r, C. J·:.: "Pl ays of Our Forefathers " 
For SUIJ.i)leJYJ.entary matter on the early drame. , this volume 
will be found ve.l uable • 
Jusserand, ,J. J. : " A Literar~r Hi stor~r Of The Er.p;li:::h Peo-ple '' • 
Vol. I ., Chapter VI, VII 
Nauly, J. 11 .: Specimens of the Pre-Shakes:pe rian Dr~:..me. : t~.ro 
volumes. 
An exce l lent assortment of old plays e.re to be fot~nd in 
these tvto books. 
Pollard, A. W.: "Engl ish Miracle Plcws " . 
This book contains a very complete introduction that makes 
clear JYJ.any IJOints of interest. 
I 
I 
.I 
The Re stora ti on Dre.me, 
Note: In this course the Eliz abethan ARe is left out sine~ 
it is a study by itself in the ~Tunior yes.r. 
With the Restorati on of Charles II the theatre, closed in 
1642 by the Puritans reopened its doors. Chs.rles hs.cl s11ent 
11 his exile ·in France and he..d seen the Freen 1'la~rs at the court 
I of Louis XIV. He realized that the French theatre \ft.'as much 
more advanced . than the English in the matter of mechs.nical 
devices and naturally wcmted to revive the drams. in Enpland . 
The theatreg of the "":lizabethan aee he.d accommod.e.ted 
about a thousand ~e ople and those of the Restoration ?eriod 
vvere even large. The Restoration theatre V~U:'.s e. closed builo-
ine overhead, EJ.uch like our theatres of tod.a~r· Heserved seats, 
except for the boxes were unknown and eve r~rb o d~r sat on renche s. 
The "groundlings " of the Elizabethan Age were no m.ore. 
Pain ted scenery made its a_ppe arance c1urin_g this s.e;e. I t 
consisted of a back curtain and "wines " in sets ve ry much like 
that still seen in some sm.all-town thes.tres tods.~r . 
Charles II authorized 1JI.romen to act the fePJ.e.le 1'a.rts in 
the .J!la~rs. Actine t hus became a respectable ~· rofeseion for 
I[ vv o 1 ~1en and man~r of them took it up. The use of 'bo~,r:= :for women 's 
_parts v1as not given U1J at once , hov~ver. 
The monarch was a great sup_vorter of the dr8.ma 8.nd held 
man~r of the :perforJllances at court. The two cl•.ie:f thes.tres ·were 
1 the "Drury Lane " and 11 Lincoln' s Inn Fields". }Tell G-wyn was the 
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most famous actress of the time s . 
There a r e five imj_)ortant t:n.Jes of Restore.tion Clre.r!l.a ; 
s-pectacle, OIJera, b.eroic-:play , traged~r, and comeo.:r of intrigue 
and manners . 
The spectacle was a manifestation of the everlasting taste 
for such thines · handed down from Rome. Court revels , Ha.sc;ues 
(of which Eil ton ' s "C ol'1US 11 is a notable e:x:a.m1' le ) processions, 
and ensembles of all ~inds were in vogue¥ 
The Restoration O.Qera was part spectacle a.n.Cl. :pe.rt drama. 
The performances were often adaptations of ea.rlier pla.ys ::o uc h 
as a 11 1-!idsummer Eight's Dream", " Hacbeth" , " The Tem.[lest " , and 
" Philaster". 
1
.rhe heroic- ;;:: lay consists of the 11 love-and-V'!ar" plot of 
which 11 The Siege of Rhodes " was a t~r1.lical e:x:e.mrle , though 
.Qerha.Qs not as typ ice.l as Dr,:,rden ' s "The Conc;uest of Granada11 • 
"The .Rehearsal" , a satire directed at both of these .vlays was 
also im.Q ortant. 
Res tora.tion tragedy is best e:x:em11 lified in Dr:~rden ' s "Al l 
.B'o r Love" modeled after Shake s~9eare ' s " A..'!. thon~r e.ncl. Cleope.tra" • 
It make s ShakesJ_)eare' s plot conform to the me.nr.er of the 
Restoration period. 
The chief dramatists in the field of comed:\r for this 
period are Etheredge , Wycherley, c ,mgreve, Ve.nbrugh , ::md 
Farq,uhar. Farq,uhar , with his "Beaux' Strateeem" Wc>.s im,Portant 
for his influence on Sheridan anc1 Goldsmith. 
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:Presentation of Restoration Pla~rR . 
A senior class shouH l. be ab le t o mC\.ke e. com:ge.rison betlJIJeen 
"Ant ony and Cleopatra" and "Al l For Love " , if the method is 
worked out in class. I f left to their own devices t:hey will 
:grobably f i nd t he work stlrpid and uninterestine:;. r.rhe tee.cher 
\ 
must explain about the " com:pression of time" and the.t the 
" 'Nordine ss " i s due to this com:pressi on. 
11 The Beau 's CJt rategem n should be read to show its in-
flue nee on eight eenth century comedy , a lthough the tee.cher may 
feel that the reading would come about more convenie ntly later 
in the course. 
I 
I 
I 
Eighteenth Century Drama. 
Concerning the eighteenth century there ie little to be 
' said in regard to an~r advance r.'lade in the wa~r the pla~:-s were 
produced. 
Addison ' s "Cato" was a ..l:!rominent traged~r of the earl~, :part 
'I of the century and "The Beggars Ope ran by ._Tohn C-2-y, often re-
jv i ved in our own day, became the rage of London societ~r. The 
success of the opera made " Rich e;e.~r and Ga~r rich". The reason 
,i for its :po.£ml arity was not its literary meri.t so much e.s the 
I catch~' songs. and ballads, s ome of them alree.d.y knov.rn to the 
~ Enr;lish and cleverly adapted in the opera. 
A kind of " sentimental comedy" he.d s.Qrune; up which gave 
li the important and versatile Goldsmith some com:petition. He 
iJ more than overcame it , however; and is still loved for h i s 
II rollicking , :priceless "She Stoops To C on~:u.e~'!. This ple.~r ie 
vi tally alive toda~r both in the li brar~r and on the stage. It 
I
' was first oroduced in Harch l!l73 and has ever since held the 
.I boards. ... 
The play is a farce -cor1edy with genuine comic 1~Emor of 
! situation and an extremel~r simiJle plot . I t is ee.s~r to read as 
I 
! 
well as to witness. The style has charm and the lines nThis 
is Liberty Hall" and many others have becom.e Vjell-known c;_uota-
1 tions. The name Tony Lumpkin has become a regular -synonym for 
I / a loutish and ~rank ish youth 8 
I Goldsmith died at the age of fort~r-fi ve. His dee.th came 
I 
only a year after the _production of "She stoops To Conc;_u.er". 
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p,e fore he was thirty, She ridan ha.d written 11 The Rive.ls" ~ 
"Th e Scho ol For Scandal 11 and nThe Critic", the three plays for 
which he is l!l.ost famous. The outstandine merit of "The Rivals" 
is its eenuine high comedy. The "malapro_ps" a. term taken from 
the character of a woman by that name, and which. rneans the 
r idicul ous misuse of terms, are uproariously funny and will 
ever continue to be so. 
"The 'Schoo l For Scandal" is consicl.ered e. more l' erfectly 
constructed pla~r than nThe .Rivs.ls". The :pictt-._re-e.uction is 
1 celebrated; but the finest thing in the play a11.d one of the 
finest things in comedy is the screen scene, · in which the 
various elements are brought to one hilarious clime.x which 
forces the revelation of all the chare.cters .. 
After the .Qrese ntation of the "Critic" Sheride.n' s 1 ast 
irrrportant pla~r, the eighteenth centurJr saw no .l'l.ore drama of 
note. 
Clas sroom Presentation of the Eighteenth Cer.tur~r Plays. 
Al l three of the plays emphasized in the above brief 
account are excellent material for classroom work. The stu-
dents love them because of the simple, direct dialogue and 
hilari ous situations. 
"She St001JS To ConCJ.uer" will bear ITlore time and careful 
stud~r than the others. Ton~r Lumpkin makes a definite a:piJeal 
to all high school boys. Then, too, the play ie very easily 
obta inable and is often fouijd in the t ezt book. The:,r will 
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I make the most of the J:)ractical jokes and will be delighted vdtl 
I the instances of mistaken identity. Mrs. Hardcastle, petting 
II 
~ 
I 
her grown up son as if he were a weakl~r cl:.ild e..nd trying to 
dress in the latest fashion of a woman much ~rounger than her-
self, is usually attractive to young feminine actresees. The 
" f riendlyn feeling of the play ca.r1 be appreciated b~r p ointing 
out that Goldsmith fiever satirizes in a biting ~ay but no 
I 
1 matter how much he ridicules it is always done in a gentle 
manner. 
The scene at the tavern in the first act should be abso-
lute ly unrestrained. Tony's song should be sung in an uproar-
ious aa.nner and the Hfellows" in various ste,ges of intoz ica-
tion, should be ready to praise his execution of it. 
The most difficult characterization is K~te Hardcastle 
with her double impersonatioh of the servant girl. A great 
deal of the comedy hinges on the cleverness of the girl 
_playing this .J:)art. 
If thifl play is J:)Ut on publicly and done ~.'e 11 it will 
surely be satisfying to the J:)roducer, the actors, and the 
public. The problems of staging are not e,s comp lice,ted as one 
might think. ReproCI.uctions of eighteenth century furniture ar 
fairly easy to get and the exterior scene can be controlle d 
entirely b~,r lights. The hiring of costumes fer this period is 
mo re satisfactor.)' although if time r erm.i ts they ma . .)' be made. 
Since there is no royalty, the bugbear .of the high school 
c oaeh , i-'erhaps the budget will stand the fee of the costmner. 
I 
II 
. I 
I 
.I 
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The Drama of the Nine teen th Centur:~r in En,gland. 
Theatres multi.Qlied rapidly in Enr;land e,::t a result of' thE 
lifting of the monopolies. Pla:,rwrip;hts bee;e.:r_ to eom}:•ose with 
an idea to the interest of the drama and not a e.recie.l group 
since the increase in the number of theC?.tres m:?.de for wider 
experimentation. The conversational drame. beec:m to re:plac.e 
the large spectacle. I lluminating gas was used in the h ouse s 
which 1'19.rked the beginning of gree.t strides in mech<:mica.l 
devices. 
Shakespeare held sway over the ste.ge - e. regutation in 
one of the great tragedies becoming the goal of nearly every 
actor's ambition. 
The authors were decidecU~r mediocre in compa,rison wi th 
other periods. Bul wer-Lytton ' s " Riche lien" , the dramfl.s . of 
Tenn~rson and Brovvning and the light o:pera introduced by 
Gilbert and Sul l ivan are the most ot!.tstanding contributions . 
The actors who have inunortali zed themselves 8.re Charles 
Kean , Helen Faucet, and Henry Irving. 
Presentation of Nineteenth Century Plays. 
Aside from the reading of Tennyson ' s nBecket " ~ Bt'!.lwer-
Lytton ' s "Richelieu" , and Browning ' s "A Blot on the Scutcheon " 
there is little in this period t o interest the high school I 
pu~il. \ 
I f i t is desired that an o:pe retta or mnsic8.1 .:performance 
be given no better choice can be m.ade them "Iolanthe " , The 
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11 Pirates of Penzance 11 or "H. H. S. Pinafore". So mt~ch time has 
been wasted on cheap musical comed~r~ The pendulum is swinging 
back to the best in music for our boys and girle however. 
Probably the sudden .Qopulari ty of Gilbert and St~l liva.n for 
high schools lies in the fact that its revivals in Eew York 
have attracted Ftany music and d.ra,matic teachers w:r~o " feel 
:'lafern in J!resenting it now that they have seen it. 
Recent And ContemiJorar~r Dr~.me. 
The drama since 1870 must be c onsidered in an international 
I 
l
lieht. 
I time of 
I t is not concerned with one country like Greece in the 
Pericles or En,gland in the time of El1ze.beth. The 
j influence of I bsen, starting in about 1890 , has been felt 
I throuehout the world and because of the s tand.ardize.tion of the 
theatre every cou n t r y in the western hemisl!he:re be.E be e n able 
Ito ~roduce his .fllays. 
I The theatre in recent · ~rears has shown a marked chanee. I n 
mechanical devices it far surpasses anything ever clree.med of in 
an~r other ep och. There is a narked tendency towe.rd ~recializa-
tion and theatres run to t~r:pes such as musical comedies, revues , 
_stock plays , and repertory J:)rograJl1s. The tlotion-:pic ture i 'S 
I 
here to stay but no one seems to know ~ ust whe.t to me.ke of it 
I 
or what its future will be. Recentl;:.r it has been conclEded b~r 
authoritative dramatic critics that the "movies " w:i.ll not drive 
t he legitimate theatre out of existence. 
The " special i zation" feature of the contem1)ore.r;:.r t heatre 
~ is interest i ng . There is the owner, the f>roducer, the pla~r­
wright, and even the staee hand, each a specialist in his field. 
Even the actors are h ighly specialized al thoueh there e.re a 
fe w artists who have broken away from t he acce j;teCl i de2 .• 
The staee itself has undergone great changes since the 
1mid dle of the nineteenth centur~r . Tl:}e procenilun has been cut 
I 
II back un ti 1 only 
~ the footlights. 
a narrow strip is left between the curte.in and 
" The p i cture-frame " ste.ee i s res:ponsi ble , 
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:.orooabl y , f or doing av.ray with the solilogu~,r ano. for the use of 
the vernacular instead of h igh-sounding rhetoric. 
The tendenc~r of the modern dr8..matists is to b ree.k e.way 
fr o@ onvention. The~r desr>ise the sentimente.l c:v.e.litie s of the 
Victorian }) lays and have swung over to the reeJ.istic. 'J:hey 
deal with socia.l and personal 2roblems which would. never have 
bee n uttered sixty ~rears ago. 
One striking feature of the new drama is its t~ring up 
with literature. Poets lire Ye.a ts., Hasefielc1, e.no. Uood:\r have 
written plays as have novelists like Barrie, Be:r.:r.ett, ano 
Galsworthy. Other dramatists, like S:\rnge, ShE>.w , a.nd O'Eeill, 
whose re.Qutations rest on their l,)lays, have contributed e;reEtli, 
toward raising the literary level of the dramE>.. The fe.ct that 
pe ol_)le now read .Q lays as they read c:m~r form of literc.tv.re and 
that courses in conte m_kl orar~r drama are offered in the universi-
tie s is significant of a new a.:ppr.eciation of the li terar~r im-
.Q ortance of the drama. 
Henrik I bsen 1828-1906 
This Norwegian dramatist i s not onl~r the chief fo rerv.nner 
but also the rrJ.ost significant single fie;ure in the whole 
contern.Q orary movement. He was born in Sk:l e:r. in SO'l!.thern 
~~ Norway. I n 1850 at the age of twenty-one he set out for 
1! Christi ania to seek hi s fortune. Thr ough the help of Ole Bull, 
a violinist , he was given a l,)Osition as director of the new 
National Theat re in Bergen at a ve ry small salary. Here he 
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11 wrote a _£J la~r a year for some t i me . 
a theatre in Ch r istiania . 
II 
II 
II 
Later he became direct or of 
He was able in 1864 by meC\.ns of a small roe t' e pension, to 
Silend f our ~ears in I t~ly. Durine those ~rears "Brand 11 and 
npeer G::.rat " were written . 
After takine UJ:! his re sidenc e in Dresden he wrote "A Doll' 
House " which was the se nsation of the hour ~ The idea the.t 
n1arriage should re s t upon the basis of truth , freedom and 
intellectual cor1panionshi ..Q was entirely new a,s the ~u"bject of 
a ..Qlay . l·!oreover nA Doll' s House " di d not ha.ve t he tradit ional 
ha.P~Y ending. , 
The new k ind of tragedy which I bsen introduced and which 
" i s outstanding in a ll modern drama i s heredit~r and environment, 
not fate or dest iny as with t he Greets. 
"An Enem~r Of The People" tells of the doctor who i~ called 
b~r t hat term because he proclaims the water of a farnous summer 
resort full of _p oi sonous bacteria . The :ple.y ls no w thought to 
be a l legorical and the unc'.erl~ring ide E\, the,t the 1-Torwegians 
' have built their lives on soc ial iml)t:.ri ties e,f'_d :he.ve call ed 
I bsen an enemy of the :peo{l l e for de.ring to t e.l l them the truth 
.. '.rhere is JllUCh good vhilos0_.9hy in the play. Amoi".g other thi ngs 
he _po i nts out t hat the "ma j ori ty · is never right " in it s o:pin i onfll . 
I t was I bsen ' s pur pose to paint human reines , l:ruman 
e moti ons , and human fate against a background of some of the 
c onditions and laws of society. 
The re ason for I bsen ' s great influeEce over modern drarne. 
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i s that his ideas and t echni c:_ue fit in V'.rith the modern trend 
of events. France and the United States have felt the influ-
1 ence less t han other countries bece.use Fre.nee l:::a.s an e:x:ee 11 ent 
I 
.
1 
dramatic tradition of i ts own and America ha~ not an intelli-
1 e ent oreanized audience read~{ for I bsen . 
I 
Modern Pla~rs and Author s for Considere.tion. 
GerJ'lan~ 
"Before Dawn" 
n The Weavers " 
"The Sunken Bell " Gerhart Eex!.-:."~ tmann 
Hussia 
nThe Boor" 
"The Cherry Orchard" ----------- Ant on Tchekoff 
"The Lower Depths" ----------- Maxim Gorky. 
France 
"Cyrano de Berp,erac " 
"The Rol'lancers" 
"The Far-awa~r Princess" 
11 The Eaglet" Edmond Ros te.nd 
" Pe lleas and He li sande" 
n The Intruder" 
"The Blue Bird" ~~~----- ----- Maurice Hae terl inck 
Austria 
,1 Pla;:,rs of Love and Har:riaee 
Arthur Sc:b.ni tz.ler 
I 
j 
"The Bonds Of Interest" 
Ital;,r 
ns ix Characters in Search of an Author" 
11 G i oc onda" 
England 
"The !J'lportance of Being Erne st 11 
"Lad;,r Windermere ' s Fe.n" 
11 The c;econd Mrs. Tanqueray" -----
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Jacinto Benevente 
Luigi Pirc-.ndello 
Gabrl el D' .An.r_uzio 
Oscar V.filde 
Sir Artb.ur Wir_,g Pinero 
THE 11 SENIOR PLAY" COU?.SE I H D?..PJ·'!.A 
The second semes te r of a .Program i n seni or ora.I'lat ic s may 
1: well be given over to the senior class 1Jroc1uction. '.rhe 11 1-!istor;y 
, of the Drarrta" course has .Qrovicled a backeronnd e.s r•.e.ve the 
!j courses in drama tic technic ue i n the other ~re e.rs. 
j The instructor chooses her .£>la~r well 'before micl -~ree.rs in 
order to be read~r for the .1Jreparator~r le ssons. Takinp; the 
Pro due tion of 11 A !"Iidsumr•1er - Fight 1 e Drearr111 e.s e.n exai'l_ple the 
1 procedure woul d be as follows: 
The life of Shakespee.r e is rev i ewed briefl~r with empha.sis 
j on the f Ret that 11 A Hidsurnmer-Ni p:ht ' s Dree.m11 we.s wri t ten 
I during the maturity of Shakespeare 1 s p;e nius. The p l a~r ehoul d 
then be r ead to get the stor~r and beauty of t he 1' 0etr~r in a 
e;e neral vYay . Without being too analytice.l the tee.cher may 
r p oint out the .Qla~r is an amazing exampl e of skill in :rlct con-
struction . Attention shoulc1 be called (1) to the thre e g rou];)s 
l of characters ; the Athe nian lovers, the Fa!riee drawn from 
English folklore and the " l!echanicals " who e~.re Er:p;li2h village 
I 
t :,r.Qes ; ( 2) to the fact that the seri ous lovep],ot is r'_ot s t ressed , 
I but is ~urposely shadowy e.nd f airy-like ; ( 3) the.t the story of I 
·.ri tania and Oberon blends _perfect l~r _v i th the me.in l'lot ; 
( 4) tha t t hese stor i es are still more c l osel~r l'-ni ted. t hrot,_£h 
Bottom and h i s fellow l a bore rs, with their rid i ct,_lous ver:::ion 
I of t he good old traged~r P~rramus and Thisbe ; ( 5-} e.r:d, finall~r 
1 that the v l a~r achieves unity because it is inoeed a fe.iry 
I fantas ~r, fit for the madness of a l,·:idsumrr1er }Tip,ht. 
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The cutting of the .J!lay i::o a :Qroblem but f ina.lly resolves 
itself into the following plan . Without s:po ilint~ the continui t r 
of the l ot the play May be produced in six rce nes. 
I A Hall in Theseus 's Palace 
Theseus e.nc1 Hip-polyta are seated , ta.lkine. of their 
ap.Qroaching marriaee when E,geus enters with LYRa.nder, 
Demetrius, and Hermia. Hermia learns her fe.t e and after 
the others ha.ve gone r ut, she and L:\r2aEder .Qla.E t o 
Jl'lee t in the forest "tomorrow night " 'v'-'hen they Yl'i 11 go 
to Lysander ' s aunt until they can be me.rried. Helene. 
decides to fo1 l ow Demetrius. 
II · The Same 
The mechanicals under Quince are cast for their 
~arts ih Pyramus and Thisbe. (The workmen can wander 
-
into the thr one room thus doing e.wa~r wit:b. one change of 
scenery) . 
I II A Moonlit Wood 
Puck, rri tania, Oberon and the vrooofolk a.re intro-
duced~ Oberon lays his :plot for the kicEa:p))ine; of the 
Indian boy . He also instructs Puck to place the love 
juice on .Demetrius ' s eyelids that he ma.y fa.J 1 in love 
with Helena when he wakes. 
I V The Same 
Bottom and his fellows conduct their rehe8.rsa.l. 
Titania wakes and falls in love with him in his 
" donke~r-state ". Puck mistakes the nAthenian " , the 
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lovers C}.Uarrel and all four are _put to e leer 1.1..ntil he can 
straighten things outv 
V A Wood !!!, Early DaYbreak. 
(This change can oo made entire].~r v"ith Jiehts ) . 
Oberon frees Ti tania. from her spell. Bottom changes be.ck 
to a human and we are told by Puck tha.t the lovers a re to 
r eturn t o Athens and be married. 
VI A Hall I n Theseus's Palace 
T~ .. e l overs witness the _play of "P:,rraJiltl.S and Thisbe "~ 
Puck, Ti tania a nd Oberon bid the audience eoodnight. 
Next , a study of costumes shoul d be me.de. El ize.bethan 
costumes are .J:)e rha.Js more elaborate, but the sim.J:)le Greek 
I 
I gowns and tunics are ~ust a s e ffective and mt!.C'h l'lore ea.sil~r 
I 
made . Each character should be worked out in ~-:-eearO. to '<'!hat 
I he shouJd wear and his costume sketched for t he hol'J3ehol d e.r ts 
class or who ever is to make the costumes. 
'Eheseus , Duke of Athens ----- ..uie;ht blue lustro1.1..e tunic 
(rayon) trimmed with silver. 
rrie;hts. A silve r sword c:md san-
dals . Head band. 
Head band . 
Demetrius------------------- Bright blue tunic. Sword . 
Tie;hts, Se.ncl.e.l s, Eee.d Band. 
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Egeus ---------------------- IVhi te, pleated, lone tunic 
wi th blue border. 'llhi +,e \'ri e' 8andal . ~ 
Philostrate ----------------Purple tunic, trimmed with gol a 
Tights, Sandals. Fee.d Be.nd. 
Bottom and all the 
I'leche.nicals--- -------------- Burlap s traight 1lieces with 
arm and neck holes, tied with a cord 
around the waist. 
"Thisbe" ma~r have a white cheese-
cloth dress tied with dainty ~ink 
ribbon, and a red vtig for the le>.st 
act. 
Hip~ olyta ----------------- Green satin( rayon) dress · in the 
Greek J?attern vvith silver ribbons and 
sandals. Three :=ilver "be.nds e.bout 
the head. 
Hermia ------------~- ------ Old rose sateen dress. Silver 
ribbons and sandals. (Old ballet 
slippers may be pe.inted over). 
Helena -------------------- Soft she.de of "Qlue with pink 
border. Silver acces:=ories. 
Fairtes 
Oberon 
-------------------
Robin Hood costume (brovrn). 
Titania 
------------------
Yellow 11 china silk " e.fter the 
Greek pattern, trimmed with gold. 
Yellow wings, a wand , a tiara. 
I J 
Puck Robin Hooo. costume. (brown 
,~ri th green fee.tb.er in the cap) .. 
PeaR -Blossom Green cambric elf costume . 
Green wines. 
Cobweb ------------------------- Light blue ca.mbric elf 
costume. Blue wings. 
Hoth --------- - ----------------- Dark eray caJnbric elf 
costume. Purple wings. 
Mustard-seed ------------------- Orange ce.rnbric elf costur1e. 
Fairies wait i ne on Titania. 
These should be dressed in pastel shades of cheese-cloth 
with two-tone tarlaton wings reinforced by hat wire. Tinsel 
ma.;\r be used for heci.d and wrist bands . 
The Indian Boy ----------------- Loin-cloth of IncHa. print . 
Brown make -up • 
Elves waiting on Oberon. 
These should wear regular elf costumes me.de of brown 
cambric with head, feet , and feelers. 
Scenery and Stage Properties 
The vlans for scenery should be dis cus~ed with definite 
directions given after t he whole idea has beeE me.cte c.lee.r to 
the entire cl a:~s .. 
Scene I. A Hall i n Theseus's Palace .. 
1. A platform 8' by 8' (throne) raised three feet, in the lef 
corner up-stage. (This may be done by a. specia.lly erected 
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p l atfo rm or one not as dee11 me,y be elevated on s2.w-horses 
to the height ret:uired ) . 
Steps leading Uil to it. 
Pur~le cheese -cloth coverine; for the entire ple.tform, wi tl 
the ~reek design in Go l d-
Enough additional cheese-cloth for a canopy over the throne • 
5. .n. casement 8 ' by 8 ' U!lstage center with die.monc. shaped 
panes uade by yainting in blac.k over thin l' c>,per. 
6. Purple cheese-cloth with gold design to match thBt on the 
throne for dra2ery at the Y..' indow. 
' 7. Bench , stage-right , to " be.lc:mce " throne. ( e.n orcl.ine.ry 
flat -to.o garden bench will do ). 
Sc ene I I The Same. 
Sce ne III A Hoonlit Wood. 
11 1. Left center, ~ E~, the trunk made from l1.nblec-.che0 muzl in 
yainted brown e.nd green and stuffed with re.gE:, nett.rspapers , 
burla_p , etc. r.rhis may be built u.o around a he.t-tree or a 
flae stand . r.rhe trun:Y. i s tied l~..D at interve.ls with rol)e. 
The li1abs are 1)1ade of unbleached mus lin, d~red e. pe.le green, 
slashed , and hung over lathes, weir;hted at the end:= to 
"droop'' like willows. 
2. A~ ..Q£ two, right, made of clusters of old bre,nchel;l, 
painted a brie;ht green if it is t he wrone see.s on. Cre pe 
J..)a_per flowers may be added. for a bloorrl.ine effect . 
A rock in front of the bush . This may be me.de of burlap 
stretched ov er J_)acting boxes and stuffed 'l.'i th newspe._r·ers to 
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give the natural contours. 
4. Two banks on which the love rs lie. These me.y be gyr!l. mate 
covered with pa inted burla~. 
5. A " green couch" for 'ri tanie. ' s bower . Thie me.~r be me.de fr om 
a c overed chai se-lounge. 
Scene I V The Same . 
s cene V . A Wood At Daybreak. 
The 9roperties , trees, rock , banks , etc., e.re the ssJne . 
'rhe change is made onl~r with lights. 
<::J cene VI A Hall In Theseus ' s Pale.ce . 
This scene i s the sarrte e.s Scene I except the.t the throne is 
use d as a .Qlatform up cen t er, e.nd there are two benches one on 
either s i de for the three pairs of love rs to witr..ess the pla;;, 
" Pyramus and Thi sbe". 
Lighting 
1. very few f oot s , mostly red and blue . 
2. Two stri ps of blue overheacls . 
3. One bucket light at either side of ste.ge for 11 f l0od" 
vur:poses. These must turn . 
4. A rneostat for t he purpose of dimming e.ll liehts or e.r..y 
separate circuit. 
1 5 . A strip alone the floor of blue lights, about 750 we.tte.e;e 
to .Qaint a whi te drop blue with 'the sk~r . 
I 
Huch experimenting must be done to get the r ight effect and 
.I 
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ere.se shad ows . Direc tions for one staee might not work on 
another . 
Hus :t_c 
The I'lUsic written b~r Hendelssohn called 11 A Hi clsurruner-
Nigh t 1 s Dream." and sui ted so e :x: c:uisi te ly in mo od ~:~.nd sueee ~ti ve -
ness to the .Qla~r shou ld be used if possible . E~:~.rly in t he 
c curse the class should be made familiar wi. th it by li ~ tening 
to a record or having it played on the l)iano ty one of the 
students~ As soon as possibl e the scores should. be g i ven to 
the orchestra . 
The sue;gested se lections from Hende lssohn 1 s "Hidsu.mmer ... 
}Tip;h t 1 s Dream" 1 
" :Pre lude " 
11 In te rme z zo" 
"}Tnc t urne 11 
" Wedding Me.rr h " 
The " Prelude " and " I ntermezzo" which a r e re.ther lively, may 
be p le.~·ed before the curtain rises; the nNocturne 11 between 
the second and third scenes to set the ·atmosphere f o r the 
fairies : the " .1eddine; March" .just before the sixth scene eince 
the couJ.)les are married when next the e.l.'.dience sees them. 
Beside this music mentioned there are t vro eelections which 
may be sung one by Oberon , ( i f his voice is suited to i t ) " I 
Know A Bank 11 by Parker, the other by t he fairie s , " Fe.ir:.'! 
Lul l aby 11 b;,r l-!rs. H. H. Be ach. 
Special Pr operties 
Shakes_peare is usual ly fairly free from the annoying l ittlE 
art icles that clutter up our modern stage . "A Midsu.rn.mer-
9 4 
Ni.r:ht' s Dreain" is no ezceJ.)ti on. Except for e. few aword s, a 
lantern, a thorn bush there is nothing ver~r complicated. A 
clever bo~,r or girl can make the Donkey' s hee.d e.s well as that 
of the lion. 
CASTHTG 
It is well to have the whole cast know the .Qle.y thoroughly, 
then to sugeest the J.)arts for which they she.ll tr~r out. Fair-
. 
ness demands the.t each must have a chance e.t e.ll the rarts he 
desires . Conse<:uently sometimes the casting of a. :pla.y is rnost 
·1 tedius and strenuous. This must be e:r.:11ected. One half the 
battle in any .Qroduction is over when the ce.sting has been 
com.Qleted. I n a course StiCh as the one outlined here it is 
possible to insist that the " tr~':-outn lines be memorized . Thjs 
rule should be strictl~r adhered to beca.use a much tetter idea 
of the student ' s ability can be as certained when he is free 
from the book. 
Contrary to the ideas of some coaches it seems v.rell to let 
at least a J.)art of the try-outs come before the other members 
of the class. I f there is close conl.Qeti tion it i s well to have 
severe.l try-outs until there is no doubt the.t the best c:ua1i-
fied 1Jerson has the J.)art. 
A "Casting Committee" chosen by the te e.cher of clre.ma, made 
UJ? of two or three members of the facul t~r whose judgment is 
' good along this line should make the selections . 
Once the ,l;)la~r is cast some system of "l'.ncerstudy" should 
be introduced. Some teachers use t he "douhle c.e.st " idee. which 
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is satisfactory if the class is large enough and the cast re-
~uire is small. In "A Midsummer-Night's Dre~:>.m" this would be 
impracticable. It might be well, therefore, for the lacliee of 
the court to understudy the principal feminine roles 2-.nd the 
soldiers, the masculine ones. 
Rehearsals. 
Some of the rehear sine may take place dt'.rine regula.r class 
time, but it is bette r' to save this for e;eneral announcements 
and directi ons. :Pupils must be reminded the.t rehea.rsals, in 
this ¥/O rk, corresp ond to home-work in other courses. A clefinite 
sche duleof rehearsals should be made at the beginning of each 
week. Pupils respect the prior engagement and if theJr are con-
s ulte d in regard to the s chedule, will usually be reasonable 
about their appointments. 
All r ehe arsals should be short, definite, and businesslike. 
It i s never ne cessary to raise the voice. 'vfuen tb.e CP.se h~:>.s 
11 tang l ed uv" the "busines s " some sJrstem of ta; ·pine a . . penc il on 
a chair, or the like, ma~r be em.J)loyed. 
The memorizing of line s sho uld not take .P le.ce to e.n~r ere at 
e :Y tent until the s tae;e directions have been e;iven. Thi s ene.ble s 
One or I t he actor to memorize his l ine s and busine ss together . 
t wo "wal ki. ng" rehears e.ls with emphasis on nothing except the 
p os itions of the ~ct6rs and their rele.t i onship to ee.ch other an 
the stae e should alvta~rs be conducted. 
It is a c;ood plan to em_b)hasize "one thine" ~:>.t e21.ch rehear-
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sal ; dic.tion, voice a dequacy, · inflection, eesture, prompt 
----------~--------
_ _c~_· 
entrances, Qace , etc., all should have their turns. 
The ltnes in "A Hidsummer-Nip;ht's Dream" tend, in :places, 
to become " sin,r;; -song;,;r" due to the blank vers. The value of the 
thoueht trans lated into the vernacular will bring the pup il 
back to natural utterance. Shakespeare is not hard to learn, 
however 1 Blank verse is the best form in English for sp oken 
);loetr~r. It fits exactly the amount of breath ?!e e.re able to 
retain; its accents rec;:.uire not too much effort; its delivery 
does not exhaust all our reserve wind and leave u s ge.s .p ing; its 
length does not necessitate inhalation before the end of the 
line is reached. Students can be remtnded of thie when they 
wan t to know why ShakeS!leare wrote "that v.re.y". IJi ttle need be 
said of th·e sheer beauty of the lines in this :ple.y. Pt:!:pj ls 
do ~e nse it if ri~1tly directed. 
Committees 
Tickets 
The ticket co111r.li ttee should · consist of three members, a 
chairman and two assistants. The ticket should tell the name 
of the production, the author, b~r whom :presented, the date, 
the hour, and the :price of admission. Tickets should be in the 
hands of the committee for distribution not later than three 
weeks before the production. All tickets should be numbered 
and given out in blocks. A careful record should be kept 
stating, beside each sel.ler's name, the number taken, number 
sold, nUJ11ber returned, number :paid for. A member of the 
faculty should check this record and be eure that all funds are 
accounted for. 
Publicity: 
A comai ttee a:Qpointed early in the course should outline 
the work for the art class in the matter of posters. The 
members of this co111I!littee should ec:uip themselves for speech 
and announcement aaking at all prominent clubs and organiza-
tions. They should compose writeups for the local paper and 
take care of pictures in connection with these. 
Financial: 
The chairman of this committee, and he onlY, --~ is authorized 
to spend money. He should make use of this permission only 
at the direction of the teacher in charge. The rough estimate 
of the cost of a production can usually be determined a month 
before the performance. The other members may be em:plo~red in 
"cutting down" expenses. Getting advertizer1ents for a :program 
is one good way. 
Stage Crew: 
I 
I 
Caution: Don't have too many. Three or four good "hands" 
headed by a competent manager who has his "scene plot" given 
him in plenty of time to know what he is doing e.nd vJhat the 
coach wants, are worth a dozen who are not interested. 
Liehting: 
Perhaps too little has been said about this important 
phase of the production of "A Midsummer-Night's Dre!:'.m". Only 
one or two boys, who really know electricit!r and its :possibili- . 
ties through their specialization in the previous dr1:>.m.a courses, 
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should be chosen in this capacity. 
ProJ,?e rtie s: 
Two responsible J,?eo:ple should take care of this matter. Al.L 
:properties should be obtained by them and given the cast to use 
I 
I 
, at several rehee.rsals. They should be collected :promptly at 
the end of each rehearsal and all :placed together in some safe 
1 :place until needed again. 
PromQters: 
There should be two of these, one for either side of the 
stage. Each should be entirely familiar with the cutting of 
the p la~r. He should mark en trances with red :pencil and look 
1 around at rehearsals, to see whether the actors are ree.dy for 
1 their entrance cues. 
Make -Up: 
The coach ma~r have had time to give some instrt"~ction in 
I I the matter of make-up but it is better in this :ple.y to eL'l.ploy a 
I trained specialist, since it is almost impossible to teach the 
I wide variety of character work needed to .make-up a cast for 
I "A Midsurru1 er-Night' s Dreaml1 , in, one semester. 
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SUMMARY. 
In this thesis the general :psychological benefits derived ! 
from the study of dramatics have been set forth; the educa-
tional :profit from the social and life-like situetions has 
been shown; and the enrichment of the life of the student 
has been stressed. 
The author, through the units of story-ple.y·, poetry·-
:Qlay, elementary and advanced oral interpretation, :Qantomime, 
voice, dramatic technique, theatre technic:ue, and adv~.nced 
study of the drama, together with information as to procedure 
and sources of material in these units has pointed the way to 
the bringing about of just such benefits, profit, and 
enrichment in the public school curriculum. 
I 
I 
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SUMMARY. 
In this thesis the general psychological benefits derived ! 
from the stud:>r of dramatics have been set forth; the educa-
tional profit from the social and life-like situations has 
been shown; and the enrichment of the life of the student 
has been stressed. 
The author, through the units of stor~r-pl~-:>r, :poetry·-
play, elementary and advanced oral interpretation, pantomime, 
voice, dramatic technique, theatre techniq_ue, and adv~.nced 
study of the drama, together with information as to procedure 
and sources of material in these units has pointed the way to 1 
the bringing about of just such benefits, profit, and 
enrichment in the public school curriculum. 
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